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Chapter 1 – Introduction to TD Mobile
TD Mobile applications are Web-based applications that run inside the browser. The functionality of the web
pages in the application is split between client-side (browser) and server-side (web server). The
communication between the two halves is accomplished through AJAX calls and "Bindings" (data objects that
handle the flow of data to and from the server portion).

Installation
TD Mobile requires a Vista or later Windows operating system. It also relies on .NET4 and IIS Express, both of
that are installed by the TD Mobile installer.
At deployment time, the Team Developer .NET Runtimes are required on the IIS web server that will host the
TD Mobile application(s).
Debug sessions automatically launch the "default browser" for your system. If your browser is Internet
Explorer, a minimum of version 10 is required.
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Chapter 2 – IDE
TD Mobile has a brand-new IDE that has been written from the ground up in C# using advanced WPF
capabilities. It has a modern Windows 8 look and feel and incorporates innovative new concepts, yet retains
enough of the traditional look and feel to be comfortable to a TD programmer. IIS Express is installed with
TD Mobile and used as the development server for applications.

Command-Line Mode
To operate in command-line mode the first command-line argument needs to be “batch”. Therefore, the
syntax would be:
Gupta.td.ide.exe batch <args> <path_to_apx>

The two main <args> are:
-c Compiles the application
-p Publishes the application. Notice that doing a Publish always compiles the application.
If you choose “-p”, you can add several additional arguments to define the publish action:
-pusr

the user id

-ppwd

the user password

-psrv

the server name

-psrvpath the path on the server where the files will be copied

IDE Pane Types
Outline Pane
At the heart of the new IDE is the “outline”, which is similar to the traditional Team Developer outline. This is
similar in look and feel to the traditional TD outline and allows the existing Team Developer engineer to be
immediately comfortable in the new IDE. It supports the same keyboard shortcuts for cut/copy/paste,
selecting nodes, commenting and uncommenting, moving through nodes, and for navigating through the
nodes.
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The only significant difference in the outline between Team Developer and TD Mobile is the icons used to
mark the nodes. Instead of filled and unfilled diamonds, TD Mobile uses filled and unfilled triangles.
The usual ribbon tab to have open while working in the outline pane is the Outline tab, which offers buttons
for moving nodes in and out, and up and down, for commenting nodes, and more. See the Ribbon Bar section
for more details.

List View Pane
New to TD Mobile's IDE is an alternate view on the application called the List View Pane. This view allows
groups of similar objects to be viewed in multiple modes:


Lists of objects



Large icons



Outline view



More to come

List View in "list" mode:
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List View in "icon" mode:

List View in "tree" mode:
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The names and descriptions of application objects in the List View Pane can be edited directly and the objects
(if global) can easily be moved between libraries. In addition, we anticipate many possibilities for future
"views" in the List View pane.
Modifying the contents of the List View Pane:


To add a new object to the application, click the left-most icon (with the + sign) in the toolbar.



To remove an object from the application, select one or more from the list and click the second icon (with
the – sign) in the toolbar.



For top-level objects, to move them to another library, select one or more from the list and click the third
icon (arrow). It will drop down with a list of current libraries. When you select one from the list, the
objects(s) will move to that file.



For the Libraries List View, there is an additional toolbar button for "creating" a new library. The Add
button enables you to add an existing library to the application.

WebPage Pane
The WebPage pane is the pane used to edit the code of a web page and also to visually edit the layout of a
web page. It includes drag and drop adding of controls and a context-sensitive Properties window. More
impressively, it enables you to separately edit the "Displays" defined for each web page and to switch
between client languages for simple internationalization of the page. To see the Page Pane, select one of the
application's web pages in the left-hand explorer tree. A pane will come up with several tabs along the
bottom.
The first tab shows the code of the web page, in outline format. Here is where you can edit the client-side
and server-side logic of this specific web page.
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The second tab shows the Layout Pane, in which is shown a graphical rendering of the web page's
appearance.
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The third tab (Preview) displays an actual running example of the web page, as it currently stands, hosted
inside an Internet Explorer control.
The usual ribbon tab to have open while working in the Layout Pane is the Layout tab, which offers a toolbox
for adding controls to the page, buttons for switching between "displays" and much more. For more details,
see the “Ribbon Bar”.
The fourth tab (Localization) displays a grid that lists the captions of all the controls on the page:

This grid is context-sensitive to the current “active language” in the IDE. That is, if you switch the language
using the Language combo box on the Layout ribbon tab, this grid updates to reflect the defined captions for
that specific language. There is one column displayed for each of the “Displays” defined for the current page.
In the example above, because only the Phone display is defined for the CompanyDetails page, there is just
the one Phone Caption column.
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Report Layout Pane
The Report Layout Pane is used to design the visual layout of web reports. This pane consists of three
subpanes:


Report Objects: A tree view of the data and functionality that make up the report



Layout: The visual layout of the report



Properties: The context-sensitive list of properties for the item that is currently selected in the Layout
pane

For more information on using Web Reporting, see the Web Reporting help document.

Integrated Library System
Classic Team Developer supported a library system of included code files (*.apl); however, it limited the
editing of these included files. Any included files were viewable but read-only, and a separate copy of the IDE
had to be spawned to edit the included code. The TD Mobile IDE has an integrated library system such that
the code of all libraries is presented as a seamless whole and is all editable. When you click Save, all changes
made to any files are saved all at once. Code objects can easily be moved between files with a simple click.
The libraries contained in the application can be easily seen in the left-hand explorer tree under the Files
node.
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The icon used for each file changes to reflect status changes in the file. For example, if a file was edited, a
small yellow circle is displayed in the lower left. If a file is missing or badly formatted, a small red circle is
displayed.

If a library was modified outside the TD Mobile IDE, an orange circle is displayed.
Clicking the Files node in the explorer tree brings up the Libraries Listview Pane. Here, the files are listed with
their paths and descriptions, and the listview toolbar offers buttons to create a new library, add an existing
library, or remove a library.

For the most part, when working in a TD Mobile application, you are unaware of which application objects
are being provided by which libraries because they are smoothly integrated together. However, the List View
Pane for each object type (web pages, global functions, stylesheet files) shows which library each object
comes from. You can move an object to a different library by selecting them in the listview and clicking the
right arrow button in the listview toolbar.
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TD Mobile supports including Team Developer libraries (*.APL) of the "Text Format". To do this, click the fx+
button on the Libraries Listview Pane and select the *.APL file from the resulting file chooser dialog box. Only
those objects that are compatible with a TD Mobile application can be used from the included library,
including:


Functional classes



Global (internal) functions



Constants



Global variables

Other sections—GUI class definitions, Form Windows, Named Menus, and so on—are ignored and
unavailable.
If you save your APL within TD Mobile, these unsupported sections will not be saved and will be lost. For
this reason, it is highly recommended that you create a backup of your *.APL file before including it in your
TD Mobile application.

New File Format: *.apx
TD Mobile introduces a new application file format that is XML-based and has the file extension *.APX. The
XML format makes the file easy to view and edit outside TD Mobile and makes applications easier to diff,
merge, and manipulate in various ways. The application saving logic for TD Mobile is such that only nondefault values are saved, leading to greatly reduced file sizes.
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The legacy "text format" (*.APL) files can still be included into TD Mobile applications as libraries and can
continue to be maintained that way; however, any legacy visual objects (forms, dialogs, gui classes, and so on)
are not displayed in the IDE and are un-editable. Any new web pages cannot be saved to a text-format library.
Each time the TD Mobile IDE loads an APX file it validates the XML against an official schema definition (*.xsd)
for the APX format. In this way, the health and consistency of the file is maintained. If the file fails schema
validation, the errors will be shown in the IDE's Output Window during the application load.

Advanced File/Replace
The TD Mobile IDE includes a powerful Find and Replace feature. Instead of the one-by-one system of the
Team Developer IDE, the new "Find" displays all results at once in a dockable pane. Each row in the results
pane can be clicked on and the location will be displayed in the outline.
The results pane is also sortable and filterable, and the search can be limited to various scope (current pane,
current selection or entire application) and by case-sensitivity. Searches take place in the background keeping
the IDE responsive.
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SalXML Functions
SalXMLSerializeUDV
SalXMLSerializeUDV (sUDV, sFilename, nWriteStyle)
This function writes the contents of a user-defined variable (UDV) or array to a file in XML format.
The name of the root element in the output document becomes the UDV or array name that was referenced
in the first parameter. The class definition of the UDV is included as an attribute (for example,
class="myClass"). The names of other elements are equal to the names of the instance variables in the UDV.
Arrays are defined in an element whose name is the same as the name of the array, then a series of elements
named "arrayEntry", one for each array element, with attribute "index=0", index="1", etc. Multi-dimensional
arrays are not supported, whether as the main target of the function call or as an included array inside a UDV.
Processing will continue but the array will not be serialized and an error will be produced.
The UDV can contain any mixture of primitive datatypes (number, string, date/time) and nested UDVs as
instance variables. Class variables are not serialized. All levels of nesting will be represented in the output file.
Whether or not a specific variable is included in the XML output is determined at design time, when you edit
the UDV's class definition to set property "Serialize" to TRUE or FALSE.
In addition, the built-in SAL primitive datatypes are less specialized than those supported by XML. (For
example, is a SAL "Number" variable an integer, a float, a decimal, or a double?) For this reason you should
specify, at design time, the specific XML datatype to be associated with each primitive variable that will be
serialized.
The XML datatype and the Serialize property can be set through the Coding Assistant, Active Coding Assistant,
or the right-click context menu, when focus is on an instance variable in a class definition.
If parameter sUDV does not evaluate at runtime to a UDV or array that is in scope, an error will occur.
If an error occurs, this function will return FALSE. You can then call SalXMLGetLastError to get the text of the
error.

Parameters
sUDV

Object. The UDV to be serialized.

sFilename

String. The path and name of the file to contain the serialized XML. If the file
already exists it is overwritten without warning.

nWriteStyle

Number. A constant indicating whether the data, the schema, or both are to
be written.

XML Constant

Value

Description

XML_DocAndSchema

0

Causes both the XML document and the schema files to
be written.

XML_Document

1

Causes only the XML document to be written.

XML_Schema

2

Causes only the XML schema to be written.

Return Value
Boolean: TRUE if successful
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Note: This function is able to handle complete UDVs (no partial UDVs). This means that the declared object,
in the first parameter of this function, can't be an instance variable within another UDV. It must be
declared as a window variable, global variable or local variable. Because UDVs are nested within each
other, you will receive an error if you attempt to serialize partial UDVs. Therefore you should always
serialize the outermost UDV.

SalXMLDeserializeUDV
SalXMLDeserializeUDV (sUDV, sFilename, nSchema )
This function loads the contents of an XML file into a user-defined variable (UDV) or an array.

Parameters
sUDV

Object. The UDV to receive the XML file contents.

sFilename

String. The path and name of the file that contains the serialized XML..

nSchema

Number. A constant indicating whether the data, the schema, or both are
to be written.

XML Constant

Value

Description

XML_DocAndSchema

0

Causes both the XML document and the schema files to
be written.

XML_Document

1

Causes only the XML document to be written.

XML_Schema

2

Causes only the XML schema to be written.

Return Value
Boolean: TRUE if successful.
Note: This function is responsible for loading the contents of an XML file into a UDV. The UDV should be an
exact match for the structure of the XML file. The easiest way to ensure that the structure matches is
to create the XML file by initially calling SalXMLSerializeUDV. If the parameter sUDV does not
evaluate at runtime to a UDV or an array that is in scope, an error will occur. If such an error occurs,
this function will return FALSE. You can then call SalXMLGetLastError to read the text of the error.

Ribbon Bar
Project Tab
Pages Group
The pages group of the Ribbon Bar contains commands to create new web pages and settings governing
default page routing.
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New Page: A split button used to add new pages to your application. The default action is to create a new
blank web page. If you drop down the button, you will get additional choices:



Blank Page: Adds a new blank web page.



Login Page: Adds a generic, simple, login page.



Data Page: Launches the data page wizard, allowing you to create view, edit, and list pages based on a
specific functional class.



Default Page: Specifies the web page that will be presented to the user if the browser's URL does not
specify a particular page. This is also the page that will be loaded by default when a debug session is
launched.



Login Page: Specifies the web page that will be presented to the user if they try to visit a page marked as
requiring authentication and they are not yet authenticated.



Not Authorized: Specified the web page that will be presented to the user if they try to visit a page
requiring a particular "role" and the current user does not have that role.

Application Group



Compile: Performs a conditional compilation of the application. The server and client sides of the
application will only be generated if a change has been made to either side since the last compilation.



Go: Compiles the application if needed and launches a debug session. The application is loaded into IIS
Express and the default page is loaded into the user's default browser.



Publish: Compiles the application if needed and attempts to copy the output to the location specified in
the Publish ribbon group on the Settings tab.



Rebuild: Rebuilds the client and server portions of the application, regardless of their current state of
change.

Debug Group
The debug group of the ribbon bar contains commands used during the debugging of your application
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Continue: When stopped at a breakpoint, instructs the debugger to continue executing code.



Break: Stops application execution and pauses it at the current line of code.



Stop: Stops application execution and disconnects the debugger.



Step Into: When execution is paused, steps into any function calls contained in the current line of code.



Step Over: When execution is paused, steps to the next line of code.



Step Out: When execution is paused, executes the remaining lines of code in the current function until
execution leaves the function. At that point, execution will pause again.



Toggle: If the current selected line of code has a breakpoint, removes that breakpoint. If it has no
breakpoint then one is added.



Panes: A drop-down menu containing links to open various debug-related IDE panes.



Break Points: Displays the BreakPoints IDE pane so that breakpoints can be added, viewed, and deleted.



Expressions: Displays the Expressions IDE pane so that application variable values can be examined.



Watch: Displays the Watch IDE pane so that application variable values can be watched during a debug
session.



Locals: Display the Locals pane so that you can see local variable values when debugger is suspended.



Call Stack: Displays the Call Stack IDE pane, allowing you to examine the call stack during code execution.

Outline Tab
Clipboard Group
The clipboard group contains commands to cut, copy, and paste items in your application. As of version 1.0 of
TD Mobile, these commands are only acting on items in an Outline Pane.



Paste: Attempts to paste the contents of the clipboard under the currently selected node in the outline.



Cut: Copies to the clipboard and then deletes the currently selected outline node



Copy: Copies to the clipboard the currently selected outline node

Find Group
The find group contains commands to find, replace, and bookmark outline nodes. As of version 1.0 of
TD Mobile, these commands are only acting on text found within an Outline Pane.
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Find: Opens the Find IDE pane. Using this pane, you can search for text within your application.



Replace: Opens the Find and Replace IDE pane. Using this pane, you can search for and replace text with
your application.



Bookmarks: Opens the Bookmarks IDE pane. Using this pane, you see a list of all bookmarked outline
nodes in your application.

Outline Group
The outline group contains commands to comment, move, promote, expand, etc. the outline nodes



Expand: Expands the currently selected outline node, if it has children. Only the first level of children is
expanded.



Collapse: Collapses the currently selected outline node, if it has children. Only the first level of children is
collapsed.



Expand All: Expands the currently selected outline node through all its levels of children.



Collapse All: Collapses the currently selected outline node through all its levels of children.



Promote: Moves the currently selected outline node to the right one level of indentation.



Demote: Moves the currently selected outline node to the left one level of indentation.



Move Up: Moves the currently selected outline node up one in the outline.



Move Down: Moves the currently selected outline node down one in the outline.



Comment: Comments the currently selected outline node.

Layout Tab
Layout Group
The layout group of the layout ribbon tab contains settings and commands for interacting with the IDE's
layout pane.
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Display: The current display being worked with in the layout pane.



Language: The current layout language being worked with in the layout pane.



Portrait/Landscape: Toggles the layout pane between portrait and landscape mode.



Properties: Shows the Properties IDE pane.

Displays Group
The displays group of the layout ribbon tab contains settings for managing the supported displays of the
current web page.



Phone/Tablet: These icons display that "displays" have been defined for the current web page. If the icon
is underlined, it means the display has been defined.



Add: Adds a new supported display to the current web page



Remove: Removes a supported display from the current web page.

Control and Container Group
The control and container groups of the layout ribbon tab contains icons representing the variable controls
you can add to your web page.

Each icon represents one control that can be added to your web page. You can add the control to the page by
clicking and dragging the icon to the layout pane and then dropping it in the desired location. It is also
possible, as a shortcut, to simply double-click an icon and the control will be added to page after the currently
selected item (or inside it if its a container).

Bindings Tab
The bindings tab contains settings for managing the behavior of your web page's bindings. All the settings are
context sensitive to the currently selected binding in the outline.
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Boolean State Group
The Boolean state group of the bindings ribbon tab contains settings for managing the Boolean state of your
bindings.



Mode: The method to be used for determining the Boolean state of a binding. The contents of this dropdown are context sensitive to the datatype of the currently selected binding. For most choices, a second
field appears, enabling you to enter in more information about the Boolean state behavior. For more
information, see the “Bindings: Boolean State” section.

Initial Value Group
The initial value group of the bindings ribbon tab contains settings for managing the initial value of your
bindings.



Mode: The method used to set the initial value of a binding. The contents of this drop-down are context
sensitive to the datatype of the currently selected binding. For most choices, a second field appears,
enabling you to enter in more information about the initial value behavior. For more information, see the
“Bindings: Initial Value” section.

Validation Group
The validation group of the bindings ribbon tab contains settings for managing the validation rules you assign
to your bindings.



+: The plus button opens the New Binding Validation Rule dialog box, enabling you to add additional
validation rules to the currently selected binding.



–: The minus button deletes the validation rule currently selected in the validation rules listbox. This
applies to the currently selected binding in the outline.

Double-clicking an existing validation rule in the validation rules list box causes the Edit Binding Validation
Rule dialog to open, enabling you to modify an existing validation rule.
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Local Storage Group
The local storage group of the bindings ribbon tab contains settings for managing how your bindings get
stored in the local browser database.



Minutes: Contains the length in time (in minutes) for which binding stored in the local browser database
are considered valid by your application. For more details, see the “Bindings: Local Storage” section.

Settings Tab
Language Group
The language group of the Ribbon Bar contains settings that affect how languages are handled by the current
application.



New Pages: This is the active language to set for all new pages you add to your application.



Fallback: This is the language to display on a client device if no matching languages are defined for the
locale of the client device.



Import: Opens the Import Language window to import an XML file containing new language definitions
for the captions and texts of the controls in your application.



Export: Opens the Export Language window to generate an XML file containing the captions and text of
the controls in your application.

Displays Group
The Displays Group contains settings that govern how displays are handled by the current application.



New Pages: This is the initial display to add to all new pages you add to your application.



Fallback: This is the display to provide to a client device if its display type does not match any of the
defined displays for the current page.
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Build
The build group contains settings that affect how the TD Mobile application is built.



Output Path: The location where the generated HTML, web service DLL, images, CSS, and JavaScript
libraries will be placed when the application is compiled. The default value is "<default>", which indicates
that all output should be created in the same folder as the root *.APX file.



Theme: What jQueryMobile theme to apply to the application. Default means to use the theme that is
built into jQueryMobile, but you can select Custom and supply the path to a ThemeRoller theme css file.

Clicking the arrow in the lower left corner of the ribbon group launches the Build settings dialog, which offers
more build settings for the application.



Application Icon: This is the image that will be used on most mobile devices when a desktop icon is
added as a shortcut to the TD Mobile application

Publish
The Publish group contains settings that affect how application publishing happens.



Server Name: The name of the server machine that will be published to when the Publish command is
given. If using FTP, this is the URL of the FTP server; for example, ftp://myhost.com



Server Path: The path, on the server machine, where the application will be published. If FTP publishing
was specified, this is the relative path under the starting path for the user that is logged in.
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User Name: The name of the user to use when creating a share on the server and copying the application
files over.



Password: The password of the user supplied in the User Name field.

The Publish group has an expanded properties dialog that can be accessed by clicking the small icon in the
lower right corner:



Publish by FTP: If selected, the publishing is done using the FTP protocol.



Enable SSL: Only valid for FTP publishing. If selected, SSL encryption is used when publishing via FTP.

Roles
The Roles group enables you to specify which roles exist for the current application.



Roles: Contains the current list of role names defined for the current application. By clicking the plus and
minus buttons, you can add and remove roles from the list. You can also double-click an existing role
name to change its name.

Preferences
Certain settings that govern how the IDE works can be set and changed using the Preferences dialog box. This
dialog is accessible by clicking the Preferences menu item on the ribbon bar's File menu. These settings are
persisted to the registry and are not specific to any one application, but are generic to all IDE usage.
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The following describes the significance of each setting:


IDE Language: The language used for all IDE text, like ribbon buttons, visual properties, and so on. This
setting does not take effect until the IDE is restarted.



Default Display: The default "display" to be used for all new applications. For more information, see the
“Displays” section.



Default Language: The default layout/design language to be used for all new applications. A dozen or so
common choices are built into TD Mobile.



Additional Languages: This setting enables you to add additional layout/design languages to the IDE.
These choices do not take effect until the IDE is restarted.

Advanced Features
Multi-Threaded
Many of the activities of the new TD Mobile IDE are multi-threaded so that the IDE remains responsive. Some
examples include saving of files, compilation, searches, and publishing. While these activities are processing,
the user can continue to interact with the IDE, although some features might be disabled.

Easily Internationalized
The new TD Mobile IDE was designed from the ground up to be easily internationalized. All text within the
IDE and its resulting dialogs are stored in XAML dictionaries, so that the texts can be edited easily without
code changes. The IDE offers English, German, French, Japanese, Dutch, and Portuguese. More languages will
be added based on customer demand. The current language of the IDE can be changed using the TD Mobile
Properties dialog box, accessible from the Preferences menu choice on the ribbon bar's application menu.
The new IDE language does not take effect until you restart the IDE.
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Smart Compilation
TD Mobile has two broad steps in its compilation process:


Client: Validates and generates all *.html, *.css, *.js, and image files.



Server: Validates and generates the .NET web service assembly that contains all the server-side
application logic.

The IDE tracks changes to the application and which compilation step is affected. In this way, only the
compilation steps that are required are re-run. For example, you successfully build your application and then
change the caption of a button. Because this does not affect the server-side logic, the server step of the
compilation process is skipped the next time you compile your application.
To force the compiler to do both compilation steps, you can use the "Rebuild" button on the ribbon bar. In
this case, all application output is regenerated regardless of what changes were made.

Live Remote Debugging
Remote debugging enables you to debug deployed apps on a test or production server in real time. You can
use the debugger to set breakpoints, examine variable contents and more – and all for an application that is
running on a remote machine. Remote Debugging requires that you run the Remote Debug Server on the IIS
machine hosting your application. This is a command line application called
Gupta.TD.Debugger.Wcf.Server.exe that can be found in your TD Mobile install folder. The debug server must
be run with Administrator privileges. No command-line argument is required, but you can optionally supply
an alternate port to listen on if desired.
To launch the remote debugger, click the Remote Debugger button in the Debug ribbon group.

Once connected to the remote debugger server, all debugging is done in the normal manner.
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Chapter 3 – Client Side
The client side of each web page in a TD Mobile application consists of a set of controls, events under those
controls and the page itself, custom JavaScript code that can be defined by the programmer, and bindings.
The exact layout of the controls on a page can be defined separately for each "display" type: Phone vs. Tablet.
However, the logic of the page (events, event actions, bindings, JavaScript) is the same across the displays.
The client side only communicates with the server when:


A new page is requested



An Operation is invoked

Operations and Navigation requests both occur through Event Actions the developer can place under control
or page events.

Layout Design
Basic Layout
The layout window in TD Mobile is based on automatic sizing, positioning, and containership. It is more like
HTML and WPF. The layout can be more responsive to the various client device screen sizes and aspect ratios.
When you design the layout of a Page, each control is contained by a parent and automatically occupies the
full width of the parent container. The height of the control is automatic, based on the control type. This is
due to mobile applications being designed to not scroll horizontally, but only vertically.
To add a control to a web page, switch to the Layout tab in the ribbon bar and drag one of the control icons in
the Toolbox ribbon group down onto the page. As you drag across the page, the locations where it is
allowable to drop the control will light up. These are called "drop zones". A drop zone can be a simple, thin,
gray line if the control is going to go in between two existing controls, or the drop zone can be a gray
rectangle if you're dropping a control into an area, like a cell in a layout grid.
The page itself is a container that acts like a WPF "StackPanel"; that is, it contains a set of controls that
automatically stack vertically on top of each other. As you drag a control from the ribbon bar's Toolbox group
onto a web page, you can drop the control above or below any existing controls that are already on the page.
The position and order of the controls on the page are in no way related to the order in the IDE's outline. The
other container controls (listview, group) also have a vertical stacking functionality.
Once you have placed a control onto the page, you can move it to a new location by simply clicking and
dragging it to a new place. As you drag it around, you will see the drop zones light up indicating legal locations
for the control.
Once a control is selected, you can quickly modify the top and left margins by using the left, right, up, and
down arrows on the keyboard. They can also be adjusted using the Margin property in the Properties
Window.

Displays
The term "display" in TD Mobile refers to the type of client device viewing the TD Mobile application.
TD Mobile is aware of two types of displays: Phone and Tablet. Desktop could be added in the future. In a
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sense, the only significance of the Display is the amount of visual space provided. We do not generate
different client-side or server-side code depending on the device.
TD Mobile supports the concept of having multiple layout designs for each page, each design corresponding
to a specific Display. For each display, all the visual properties of the page itself, and the controls on the page,
are tracked and stored separately. Due to this, a button can have one size, margin, caption, etc. when viewing
the phone Display and another when viewing the tablet Display. Each page in the application can have one or
more displays defined for it. More importantly, the property of "containership" itself is tracked separately for
each display. For example, on the Phone display for a page, you could have a button inside a Group, but on
the Tablet display for the same page the button could be outside the Group. The parenting, or containership,
of the button is stored separately for the phone Display vs. the tablet Display.
When you compile your application, every page generates one HTML file for each display defined for the
page. A naming convention keeps the files from colliding. A "p" suffix denotes the phone display version of
the page and a "t" suffix denotes the tablet display version of the page. Thus, for a page named "login" that
has both phone and tablet displays defined for it, two files will be generated: login.p.html and login.t.html.
The server-side router code determines which is the correct file to return to the client at request time. So you
actually just request "login.html" from the server, but you receive back either login.p.html or login.t.html
depending on your device type.
You can set the default Display for your application on the ribbon's Settings tab under "Default display for
new pages". All new pages added to the application will be primed with this type of display. You can add more
displays to each page later using the ribbon bar's Layout tab. You can switch between the displays by
choosing its tab along the bottom edge of the layout window, or by clicking on the Display drop-down on the
ribbon's Layout tab.
The current display selected in the IDE's ribbon also sets the context for the Preview pane and for the
Properties Window.
As mentioned, when an application is run, the correct display for the client device type is automatically
chosen. However, a "fallback display" can be specified on the Settings ribbon tab. This is the display that will
be presented to the client if their device does not match any of the defined displays for the current page.
There is a JavaScript API function available from TD Mobile for manually switching displays (see the demo app
for this on the Acadia server).

Language
Applications are easily internationalized using TD Mobile's built-in multiple-language support. Some
properties in the Properties Window, including Caption, are tracked not only separately per display, but also
separately per language. The default language for all new pages can be set on the Settings ribbon tab. When
you switch the active language on the Layout ribbon tab, the Properties window (and layout pane) switch to
using the new language. You can define as many languages as you like for each page. When an application is
run, the correct language for the client's device is automatically chosen if available. However, a "fallback
language" can be specified on the Settings ribbon tab. This is the language that will be presented to the client
if their device does not match any of the defined languages for the current page. There is a JavaScript API
function available from TD Mobile for manually switching languages. See the Application Localization section
for more information.

Properties
The Properties Window is context sensitive on multiple levels:


The current control that is selected in the layout window or outline.
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The current Display that is active.



The current language that is active.

Pages
The "page" is the basic unit of construction in a TD Mobile application. Each page represents one web page,
in a sense, but jQueryMobile does not operate on a standard Get/Refresh browser model. When you
"navigate" to a new page, the page layout DOM is retrieved from IIS and injected into the current page,
replacing the existing layout. In other words, you technically are always on the same page, but it keeps getting
rebuilt with the layout and code of other pages.

Page Parameters
In addition to Bindings, Controls, and Events, Pages have special bindings called "Page Parameters" that can
take the value passed to the page using the Navigate event action. In this way, initialization data (or state) can
be given to the page. For example, if Page1 has a single page parameter "NAME", another page could
navigate to it using the action: Navigate Page1 "gupta". The NAME page parameter takes on the value "gupta"
when the page loads. These page parameters otherwise are used like the other normal Bindings and can be
passed into and out of Operations, branched on, and so forth.

Special Page Types
Some pages in your application can play a special role in the application logic. These are identified in the
Pages ribbon group on the Project ribbon tab:


Default Page: The page users will automatically be redirected to if they visit your application without
giving a specific page; for example, if they access http://mycompany/myapp. You do not set this to your
Login page because your user will be redirected there anyway if authentication is required.



Login Page: The page users will automatically be redirected to if they try to access a page that requires
authentication but they are not currently logged in.



Unauthorized Page: The page users are automatically redirected to if they try to access a page that has
certain Role requirements and their current login does not support that role.

For more information, see the “Authentication” and “Server-Side Routing” sections in this manual.

Properties
Each web page in your application contains the following properties:


Name: The name of the web page.



Caption: The text that will be shown in the browser's title bar when this page is displayed. This is different
from the text shown in the web page's toolbar, if visible.



CSS Class: The CSS class ID to assign to this web page when generating the HTML.



Authenticate: Whether or not to require authentication when visiting this web page. For more details,
see the “Authentication” section in this manual.
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Footer Visible: Whether or not to show the footer bar. By default, this is turned off.



Menu Display: The visual transition to use when revealing the web page's "menu", if defined.



Menu Fixed: Whether or not to always show the menu, in effect creating a kind of navigation bar



Menu Position: The location where the web page's menu will appear, if defined. Used in conjunction with
the ShowMenu event action.



Roles: The list of user Roles that are allowed to visit this page. See the Authentication section for more
details.



Toolbar Visible: Whether or not to show the tool bar. By default, this is turned on.



BackColor: The color to use in painting the background of the web page. By default, the theme will select
the background color, but one can override that by choosing a specific color with this property.



Theme Swatch: Which swatch from the current theme to use when painting the background of this web
page.

Header and Footer Bars
TD Mobile web pages can optionally display a header or footer bar or both. Both are containers that occupy
the full width of the web page, with the header being at the top and the footer at the bottom. Their main
distinction over other container controls is that they are designed to not scroll with the page, remaining
locked in place. This makes them useful as a location for menus, navigation buttons, and so on.
By default, the header bar is visible and the footer bar is invisible although that can be changed using the
page properties.
The header bar has a center text area whose value can be set by selecting the header bar in the layout pane
and then editing the caption in the properties pane. Or, you can specify a string binding to supply the header
bar caption so that it can be context sensitive to the data being displayed on the page. In addition, the header
bar has two control drop-zones, one on the left and one on the right. These drop zones can only contain
buttons.
The footer bar has one drop-zone that can contain a button, layout grid, or navigation bar. By using a layout
grid, you can then put other controls in there, although the space is somewhat limited.

Menus
Pages have the ability to offer a Menu, which presents a list of commands to the user. These menus are
normally hidden and are only revealed when the ShowMenu event action is called. For example, you could
call ShowMenu on the left or right swipe event for the page, or perhaps when clicking on a Menu button
contained in the header bar.
When revealed, the menu will appear from either the left or right side of the page, depending on the page’s
Menu Position property. The exact visual style used to reveal the menu is governed by the page’s Menu
Display property.
The contents of a Page’s menu are defined in the Menu node of a Page’s outline, not in the layout pane. Two
kinds of items can be added to the page’s Menu node:


Menu Item: A single clickable entry in the menu



Menu List: A dynamically constructed set of menu items, built at runtime from an array binding. This
works in a similar manner to a listview control.
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The client-side event actions associated with a page’s Menu nodes are contained under the Menu nodes in
the outline. To set the individual properties of menu item and lists, select the menu object in the outline and
the Properties window will display the properties for that menu item or list:
Menu items:


Name: The name of the menu item.



Caption: The caption to display when showing this menu item. This is sensitive to the current active
language being used for the application.



Image: An optional image to display to the left of the menu caption



Enabled Bind: A binding whose Boolean state will be used to determine whether to have that menu item
be enabled or not



Visibility Bind: A binding whose Boolean State will be used to determine whether to show a particular
menu item or not.

Menu lists:


Name: The name of the menu list.



Display Member: The field within the ListSource Binding’s class that contains the caption to display at
runtime



Icon Member: A string field within the ListSource binding’s class that contains the URL of an image to
display to the left of each caption at runtime



Image: An image to be placed to the left of each generated item in the menu list. Use this property if all
the items are going to have the same icon/image; for example, a list of folders or machine names.



List Source Bind: An array binding that will provide the values when the menu list is populated at
runtime. Can be a UDV/class array. In that case, use the Display Member property to specify which
variable within the binding contains the caption.

Events
The Page Events node of the web page’s outline enables you to specify client-side events that you can
respond to. The available events are:


Create: Event actions placed under this Event are executed when the page is loaded, before the page is
displayed visually



CreateComplete: This event is triggered after the page is displayed visually.



SwipeLeft: This event is triggered when the user makes a leftwards swiping motion across the page with
their finger



SwipeRight: This event is triggered when the user makes a rightwards swiping motion across the page
with their finger



Timer: If the Timer event action has been used to start a timer on this page, then this Event contains the
logic that will be run each time the timer fires.



Error: The Error event is triggered whenever a server-side application error is returned to the client. Only
errors arising from the invocation of an Operation trigger this, not any IIS-related error; for example, file
not found. If an Error event is specified for a web page, the default Alert window displayed by the
TD Mobile client-side runtime will be disabled. Details about the error that occurred can be found in the
Error system bind. See the System Bindings section for more details.
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OrientationChange: Fires when the orientation (portrait/landscape) of the device changes.



OnlineStatusChange: Fires when the network status for the device changes (online/offline).

Data Page Wizard
The Data Page wizard automatically creates pages for editing Functional Classes or Data Classes. The Data
Page wizard can be launched from the Project tab by clicking New Page > Data Page, or from the page list
pane by selecting Data Page from the add button drop-down.

First select the Functional or Data Class you want to generate pages for. If a Data Class is chosen, an optional
Data Connection chooser will be available. The Page Type setting enables you to customize the types of pages
generated:


List Page: A page with a listview that shows data from an array of the class chosen. The list of fields can
be customized in the List View Fields section by checking/unchecking the checkboxes next to the field
names. The data in each listview row will be in a layout grid, with a column for each field. Optionally, you
can choose to show data on separate rows in the listview by modifying the List View Rows setting.



Detail Page: A readonly page for showing details of the class. The page will have a label for each field
selected.
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Edit Page: A page with input fields for each field selected in the Data Page Fields section

If the Data Connection setting is left blank, regular Operations will be generated on the pages. These will have
the necessary parameter and return binds pre-configured, with empty SAL code that will need to be
implemented to populate the data. If a Data Connection is selected, Data Operations will be added to each
page to handle populating the binds.

Dialogs
Dialogs Compared to Pages
Dialog boxes are a kind of simplified “page”, with the following key differences:


Dialog boxes are not designable separately per display. The usefulness of dialogs in a phone display is
pretty limited due to the small screen size.



Dialogs have a fixed size, either by pixel or by percent of screen, and do not expand to fit the browser size
like pages.



Dialogs have a concept of a “return status” (success or failure) and a “return value” (a value acquired
within the dialog that should be passed back to the page that created the dialog).



Dialogs do not offer any Swipe events.



Dialogs do not offer menus, and do not show header or footer bars.

The similarities between dialogs and normal pages are the following:


Dialogs have contents, bindings, dialog-level events, parameters, and server-side logic, just like a page.



The contents of a dialog expand horizontally to fit the size of the dialog.



The captions and texts associated with a dialog are all localizable, just like with a page.

Adding a Dialog to Your Application
To add a dialog to your application, you can use either of two methods:


Click the New Page button on the ribbon bar’s Project tab. One of the choices in the drop-down is “Dialog
Page”.



Click the Dialogs node in the explorer pane. The right side of the IDE displays a “dialogs” listview pane. To
add a new dialog to your application, click the Add button.

When you create your dialog, it is displayed in the explorer pane under the new node “Dialogs”. You can click
your new dialog to show its contents in the right-hand dialog pane. The dialog pane shows you subpanes,
Outline and Layout. These are used in a similar manner to web pages.

Properties
Each dialog in your application contains the following properties special properties, in addition to the
standard properties like Name, Theme, and so on:
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Dismissible: Whether or not to automatically close a dialog when the user clicks outside the dialog area;
for example, on the page behind it.



Show Close Button: Whether or not to show the close “X” button in the upper right corner of the dialog.



Percent Size: Whether or not to size the dialog based on a percent of the display. If this is “true”, the
Height and Width properties express the percent height and width of the device screen that should be
used for the dialog. If “false”, the Height and Width properties express the pixel height and width of the
dialog box.

Creating and Using Dialogs at Runtime
To create a dialog, use the new ShowDialog event action. This action causes the dialog box to appear above
the current web page. See the help section for the ShowDialog event action for more details.
The dialog box will appear above the current web page. If Dismissible is TRUE, the user can close the dialog by
clicking outside its area. Or, if Show Close Button is TRUE, the user can close the dialog by clicking the “X” in
the upper right. The dialog can also be closed programmatically by using the new CloseDialog event action.
See the help section for the CloseDialog event action for more details.
The CloseDialog action has several key properties. The associated drop-down lets you specify the “success” or
“failure” of the dialog by selecting TRUE or FALSE. This value governs how the original ShowDialog action
branches when the dialog is closed.
In addition, TD Mobile dialogs support the concept of passing a dialog value back to the calling page. This is
done using the CloseDialog action’s extra-data field by specifying the binding whose value is going to be
passed back. At run time, this binding’s value is placed temporarily into a special system binding called
[dialog_return]. This is an unusual binding because it is untyped. Because of this reason, you can only access
this binding’s value by first retrieving its value into another binding with a specific type. For example, in your
calling page’s code, you might say:
Set MYBINDING [dialog_return]

This Set action takes the value of the [dialog_return] system binding and places it into the page binding called
“MYBINDING”. Now that value can accessed and used normally.

Bindings
Bindings are a special data object designed to organize the flow of data between the server and client
portions of each web pane. Bindings are used to transmit data from controls on the page to server-side
Operations. They also transmit data back from Operations to controls. Bindings can also be used to track the
"state" of the web page, including whether certain controls are visible or enabled or through the use of the
"If" event action.
Each binding has a specific data type, which could be a simple type (Boolean, Number, String, and so on), or a
functional class type defined in the application. A binding can also be an array, which is signified by placing
"[*]" after the name on the binding node in the outline (only dynamic arrays are supported). If a binding is
assigned an "initial value", its value is set when the page loads, before the page's Create event is fired.
Otherwise, the binding has its value set when:


It is returned from an Operation as the return value.



It is bound to an editable control, like a Data Field, and that control's value is changed.
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The "Set" client-side event action is used.

Example:
A page can have a string binding named CustomerName that is bound to a Datafield on the page. This same
binding can be associated with the string argument of a server-side operation. When the Operation is
invoked, the binding's value is queried so that its value can be passed to the Operation. Because the Datafield
is bound to the CustomerName Datafield, a fresh copy of the datafield's value is placed into the binding when
its value is queried.
When a binding is bound to a control's "value", there is a separate property for setting the "direction" of the
binding. That is, does data flow only from the binding to the control, only from the control to the binding, or
both ways? The value of this direction property is either Get, Set, or GetSet. These values are referring to the
binding, not the control. Thus, a value of "Get" means to Get the value of the binding and a value of "Set"
means to set the value of the binding. The settings are the following:


Get: The control gets the value of the binding only. Changes to the value of the control will not update
the binding.



Set: The control sets the value of the binding only. Changes to the value of the binding will not update the
control.



GetSet: The control updates the binding and the binding updates the control. Data flow is bi-directional.
This is usually the default.

There are also bindings that are built into the TD Mobile environment called System Bindings (see the
“System Bindings” section).

Boolean State
Bindings also have a Boolean state. That is, each binding is always in a state of being True or False. This is
unrelated to validating a binding, which is based on any validation rules you can define for the binding. Also,
this state of being True or False is unrelated to the datatype of the binding. The Boolean state is useful for two
activities:


Branching your client-side logic using the If action



Controlling visual page behavior by binding to the Visible and Enabled properties of controls

For each datatype, there is a default calculation for what it means to be true or false:


String: binding is true if it is not an empty string.



Number: binding is true if it is not zero.



Date/Time: binding is true if it is not null.



Boolean: binding is true if its value is true.



Any array binding: binding is true if the array has elements.



UDV binding: binding is true if it is non-null.

Using the Bindings tab on the ribbon bar, customized logic can be defined as to whether each binding is true
or false. Many standard choices are available, including being equal to, not equal to, less than, or greater than
a particular value. For the power user, a JavaScript function can also be specified that will provide the
Boolean state of the binding.
For bindings that are UDVs, the Boolean state formula can be defined separately for each member field of the
binding.
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Initial Value
An initial value can be specified for a binding. This is the value assigned to the binding when a page first
loads. For bindings that are UDVs, each member field can have its own initial value.

Local Storage
HTML5 introduced the functionality of a local browser-based database that is accessible to client-side
application code. TD Mobile offers the ability to easily store and retrieve binding values into this database
using the Store and Restore event actions. For more information, see the “Store and Restore Event Actions”
section. Each binding can also set a "duration" property that governs how long the locally stored data is
considered valid. This setting can be found on the Bindings ribbon tab in the Local Storage ribbon group. If
data in the local database is over the specified age, then the Restore event action will return False when
restoring the data.

Validation Rules
Rules can be specified for each binding to enforce appropriate values. Multiple rules can be specified for each
binding, and the exact rules vary by the datatype of the binding. One rule available to all bindings is "Is
Required". This means that a value is required for the binding; it cannot be blank. Other rules can be that the
binding's value must be greater than a particular value, or less than, or not equal to a particular value. For
bindings that are UDVs, rules can be individually defined for each child field of the UDV. Finally, a custom
error message can be provided for each rule you add. This is the message that will be displayed on the page if
the rule is not met.
The rules are enforced at the moment that a binding's value is attempted to be passed into an Operation.
However, you can use the Validate event action to force a validation at a different time.

System Bindings
These bindings are built into the TD Mobile environment, so it is not necessary to define these in your
application - they are always available. System bindings are shown in the various binding choice drop-downs
inside square brackets; for example, the Locale binding is listed as [locale]. The currently available system
bindings are:


geolocation: Accesses the client machine's GPS system to get the latitude and longitude of the user's
location. It has a string value consisting of those two values. If the client machine does not provide a GPS,
the JavaScript system attempts to determine the user's location based on the IP address of the client
machine.



display: The current "display" being used. The values are "p" for phone and "t" for tablet.



locale: The locale, or culture, being used; for example: "en-US", or "de-DE".



online: A Boolean binding that indicates whether the mobile device is currently connected to the network
or not.



orientation: A Boolean binding indicating whether the device is currently in a “Landscape” orientation.
The binding is TRUE when the current orientation is Landscape.



hasrole: Checks if the current user has been granted a specific security “role”. Unlike the other system
bindings, the name of this binding is dynamic and contains the name of the role in question. For example,
to check if the current user has the “administrator” role, you would select the “[hasrole:Administrator]”
system binding. The various “hasrole” bindings are only listed if the current page was marked as requiring
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a specific role. For each role required for the page, one “hasrole” system binding is listed as a choice in
the controls’ Value binding drop-down.


error: Contains details about the last server error that was returned. Unlike the other system bindings, it
is a structure with several fields:





Message: The error message returned from the server
Code: The status code returned from the server
Operation: The name of the server operation that caused the error
Type: The name of the “type” of exception that was trigger on the server. In .NET terms, this is the
name of the exception class that was thrown.



return_page: Contains the name of the page that the user was redirected from, if they were
automatically redirected to the login page for authentication.



dialog_return: Contains the value cached by a CloseDialog event action. It can only be accessed via the
Set action in order to place its value into a typed page binding.

Events
Like controls and pages, binds also support events:


Changed: This event is raised whenever the value for the bind changes. Add event actions under the
changed event to response to value changes.

Controls
There are a number of properties that nearly all controls have in common:


BackColor: The background color of the control. The default is to use the current theme for that control
or the theme of the page if none is defined for the control



CSS Class: You can enter the name of a visual class defined in an imported stylesheet and it will be
applied to this control.



Enabled: Whether or not the control is enabled or not. Can also be set with a binding.



Enabled Binding: A binding whose Boolean state is used to determine whether the current control is
enabled or not.



ForeColor: The foreground color, usually the color of the text of the control. The default is to use the
current theme for that control, or the theme of the page if none is defined for the control.



Margin: Each control type has a default margin assigned to it, but the user can override that and supply a
custom margin in order to achieve particular alignment effects.



Omit: If Omit is true, the control will not be emitted into the HTML. This is useful for multi-display
scenarios where you don't want a control to exist on another display.



Theme: The theme to use for this control. The default is to simply use the theme defined for the page
itself.



Visible: Whether or not the control is visible or not. This can also be set with a binding.
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Visibility Binding: A binding whose Boolean state is used to determine whether the current control is
visible or not.

Button
The Button control represents a simple HTML button. It provides the Create and Click events. When dropped
in a container, it automatically takes up the full width of the container or the page itself. The height is
standardized.
The Button control has the following properties:


Minisize: When Minisize is true, the buttons are drawn with a slightly reduced height, to conserve vertical
space.



Image: The icon to display on the button. The user can choose from a dozen or more pre-defined icons.



Position: When an icon is displayed, this is the position of the icon within the button. If the button is
placed within a navigation bar, the navigation bar's Image Position property takes precedence over each
individual button's Position property.



Title: The text to display on the button.

Combo Box
The Combo Box control enables you to choose a value from a drop-down list of choices. The value itself is uneditable. All combo boxes have a built-in "caption" that can be displayed above it or to the left of it. The
caption can also be left blank. Combo boxes always occupy the full width of their parent containers and are of
a standardized height designed to hold the default font.
The Combo Box control has the following properties:


Clear Choice: If supplied, this value is automatically added at the top of the combo box’s entries. It
represents a null, or unselected, state. If the value binding is null, this value is displayed. Conversely, if the
user selects this value, the value binding is cleared.



Display Member: See List Source Binding. This field is only visible when using an array of UDVs as the List
Source binding. This is the name of the instance variable in the binding class that contains the value that
is actually displayed in the combo box’s drop-down.



Inline: When Inline is true, the page attempts to draw the combo box and its associated caption on the
same line. If false, the caption appears above the combo box. This is dependent on the size of the display.
Below a certain display width, the caption displays above the combo box regardless of the Inline setting.



Minisize: When Minisize is true, the combo boxes are drawn with a slightly reduced height, to conserve
vertical space.



List Source Binding: Used to populate the choices of the combo box. The basic scenario is to supply a
string array binding that contains the choices. However, an array binding of UDVs (class objects) can also
be specified. In this case, the optional Display Member property becomes available. When using a UDV
array binding, the Value binding must be a binding of the same class used for the List Source binding.
When a choice is made from the combo box list, the Value binding is updated with an instance of the UDV
binding.



Title: The caption or title to display alongside the combo box.
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Value Binding: Used to select the currently selected choice in the combo box. It also gets its value set
when a choice is made from the combo box. Any binding with a datatype of "string" can be used for a
combo box.

Chart
The Chart control allows the user to display data in the form of a graph or chart on their web page. It is based
on the freeware graphing control “jqPlot”. This control is complex and highly configurable with numerous
plug-ins used to supply both basic and advanced functionality. Using the native TD Mobile Chart control
allows the user to simply and rapidly display charts by getting rid of the need to code low-level JavaScript
interactions with jqPlot.
The chart offers several different options for display style:


Bar: A vertical bar chart with columns for each series of data



Line: A line chart, with horizontal lines for each series of data



Pie: A pie chart displaying one series of data in in pie wedges



Meter: A gauge, similar to a speedometer on a car, for displaying a single piece of data

Like other TD Mobile controls, the data used by the Chart control is supplied by bindings. The main binding
property of the Chart control is the Value bind. This is a UDV bind that represents the entire source of
information about the population of the Chart control. In other words, the member variables of this bind
supply the series data, axis labels, and so on. Once you set the Value bind, you can click the Edit button on the
Series property in the properties window. This brings up the Chart Series Editor dialog box:

Click the Add button to define a new series of data. With the new series selected on the left, you can select
the fields within your Value bind that will provide the X and Y axis data values for that series. These two
choices should be arrays of data. Depending on the chart type, there are different data requirements. For line
and bar charts, the X axis values are optional. If omitted, the chart assumes that the values are sequential
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beginning with 1. For Pie charts, the X Axis data is the labels of the pie wedges, not data values. For the Meter
chart, the X axis bind is not used, and the Y axis bind is only expected to contain one element in its array.
In addition to defining the binds for your chart data, you can also supply a binding for the X Axis Ticks
property that will provide labels for the tick marks on the X axis.
The Chart control has the following properties:


Chart Type: The kind of chart to display: Line, Bar, Pie, Meter



Series: Launches the Chart Series Editor to define the bindings used for each data series



X Axis Label: The label/caption to display underneath the X axis



X Axis Ticks: An array binding specifying the labels for each tick on the X axis. If omitted, the Chart will
determine the number of ticks and their spacing.



Y Axis Label: The label/caption to display alongside the Y axis

Data Field
A Data Field control enables the user to enter data. It can be bound to a binding to receive its value, or to
place its value into the binding. All Data Fields have a built-in "caption" that can be displayed above it or to
the left of it. The caption can also be left blank. Data Fields always occupy the full width of their parent
containers and are of a standardized height designed to hold the default font.
The Data Field control has the following properties:


Hint Text: The hint text is used to display a pale, ghosted, text in the background of the data field when it
is empty. It disappears as soon as a value is entered into the data field. It is used to provide a hint to the
user as to what data is to be entered into the data field.



Inline: When Inline is true, the page attempts to draw the data field and its associated caption on the
same line. If its false, the caption will appear above the data field. This is dependent on the size of the
display. Below a certain display width, the caption will display above the data field regardless of the Inline
setting.



Input Type: The input type specifies the type of data that will be entered into the data field. Using
HTML5, this instructs the browser to format the data correctly and often allows a custom editor to pop
up, depending on the data type specified. The choices are:



Text: The basic setting, any kind of text.



Password: The characters entered are hidden as they are typed.



Number: Any numeric value. Usually a number keypad will appear.



Email: An email address will be entered.



URL: The URL of a web site will be entered.



Tel: A telephone number will be entered.



Time: A time of day will be entered.



Date: A date value will be entered.



Month: A month name will be entered.



Week: A week of the year will be entered.



DateTime: A date and time will be entered.
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File: Will open a dialog allowing you to choose a "file" from the device. The exact behavior varies by
device OS. For example, on an iOS device you are presented with the option to take a photograph or to
choose an existing photo from the photo library. For Android devices, you are allowed to select from a
wider choice of "files". If you are intending to allow the user to select, or take, a photo then you should
bind this Data Field to a binary binding.



Justify: The justification of the text in the data field: Left, Right, or Center.



Minisize: When Minisize is true, the data field is drawn with a slightly reduced height, to conserve vertical
space.



Read Only: Specified that the data in the data field is read only and cannot be edited.



Show Clear Button: If True, a small round button with an X in it is displayed on the right side of the data
field, allowing the user to clear out the current text in the data field.



Title: The caption or title to display alongside the data field.



Value Binding: Used to populate the data field. It gets its value set when data is entered into the data
field. For Data Fields, any non-array, non-UDV binding can be selected, although a binary binding will only
work if the Input Type is set to "File" (a picture most likely).

The Data Field control supports the following events:


Changed: This event is raised when the html “input” event is raised, which occurs when text is typed into
the field.



Create: Raised when the client side control is created.



EndEdit: This event is raised when the html “blur” event is raised, which occurs when the field loses
focus.

Expander
Expander is a container control that can collapse down to one header line, allowing more controls to fit into
the limited screen space available on mobile devices. The content area of the expander is a stack-panel style
design area, similar to the background of the web page itself. The top of the expander is a header bar
containing an icon button for expanding and collapsing the control, and a caption for labeling the contents of
the control. Separate icons can be assigned to the icon button for the expanded and collapsed states. The
Expander control can also be expanded or collapsed at design time, to allow the end user to view how the
page will look when running. Like most other controls, Expanders always occupy the full width of the page
and are of the height needed to display its contents.
The expander control has the following properties:


Collapse Image: The image to display in the header's expand/collapse button when the Expander's
collapsed.



Content Background: A separate color to be assigned just to the content area of the Expander.



Content Theme Swatch: The theme swatch to be applied to the content area of the Expander.



Expand Image: The image to display in the header's expand/collapse button when the Expander's
expanded.



Expanded: Whether or not the Expander is initially displayed in an expanded state or not.
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Inset Style: Whether or not the Expander has left and right margins and a surrounding border, or if it
simply extents the full width of the web page.



Position: The position of the expand/collapse icon button in the Expander's header.

Frame
Frame is a formatting control designed to be a container for a single child control. Its purpose is entirely to
allow the end-user flexibility in achieving different layout looks. At its most basic, it is a box with an optional
border. You can set the background to a different color to distinguish an area of the page visually. You could
also specify a css style and thereby create a visual block of your own design.
The frame control has the following property:


Border Thickness: The thickness, in pixels, of the frame's border. If this is set to zero, the frame will be
borderless.

Group
The Group control is an invisible container control designed to modify the layout of the controls placed within
it. Unlike a traditional TD Group Box, it does not draw a line around controls. It can contain Button, Radio
Buttons, Check Boxes, and Combo Boxes. When these controls are placed within a Group, the spaces
between the controls disappear and the controls appear "glued" together surrounded by a common border.
The affect can be vertical (default) or horizontal. Depending on the control type, the appearance of the
control can change when placed inside a Group. For example, a Radio Button, when placed in a horizontal
Group, takes on the appearance of an Option Button in TD. Groups do not have a data aspect and can't be
bound to a binding. They are also have no color properties. These are strictly an organizational tool that
modifies the layout of its contents.
The Group control has the following property:


Orientation: Whether the grouped controls are displayed horizontally or vertically

HTML Control
The HTML control is like the TD Custom Control- it can hold any legal HTML control as identified by the
straight HTML entered as the control's HTML property.
The HTML control has the following property:


HTML: Raw HTML that will be generated in the location of this control on the web page. It should include
the definition of the control itself plus any control-specific properties that need to be set.

Image
The image control is designed to display an image. It can take its content through two kinds of bindings:


String: In this case, the string value is a relative path to an image on the web server that the picture will
load; for example, "images/logo.png".



Binary: In this case, the binary value is the actual image data.

The image control always occupies the full width of its parent container and the height needed for its aspect
ratio.
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The image control has the following properties:


File Name: For statically loaded pictures, this is the local hard drive path to the image file. At
compile/publish time, that file will be copied to the "images" folder in the output location.



Value Bind: The binding from which this image control should load its contents. Only "Get" bindings are
supported. The binding cannot have its value updated from an Image control. As mentioned above, the
binding can be binary or string. If the binding is binary, the actual data of the image is expected to be
supplied by the binding. If the binding is string, the server path to the image file is expected.

Layout Grid
The Layout Grid is an invisible container control designed strictly for controlling the layout of other controls.
Thus, it is more like a WPF "grid" than a traditional TD "grid". It can have one or more columns and rows. The
columns always occupy an even fraction of the total width of the page, so if you have three columns, they will
each be an even third of the page width. The rows are the height needed to hold the controls placed within
each cell. A Layout Grid can contain any other control type including other layout grids, thus leading to many
layout possibilities. A Layout Grid cannot contain a List View.
The Layout Grid has the following properties:


Rows: The number of rows in the Layout Grid.



Columns: The number of columns in the Layout Grid.

Link
A link control is like a Text control in that it shows a simple piece of text on the page. However, the text is
clickable and links the user to another application. Support is built in for several link "types":


Web: The standard link to a web page.



Email: Launches the local email application to email the given address.



Phone: On certain devices, launches the phone application to phone the given number.



Map: On certain devices, launches the local mapping application to show the given address.



SMS: On certain devices, launches the texting application to send a text message to the given number.



JavaScript: Calls the specified JavaScript function (power users). The actual JavaScript call is placed into
the Link URL property.

The Link URL property contains the address/phone number/etc. of the URL to link. This is also the property
that is bindable with a value binding.
Link properties are the following:


Title: Contains the value that is actually displayed on the page. If left empty, the URL will be displayed on
the page.



Link Type: See above.



Link URL: The URL that will be activated if the link control is pressed by the user.



Value Bind: An optional string binding from which to set the Link URL binding.
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List View
The List View control is one of the most powerful controls available for TD Mobile pages. It is designed to be a
list control whose content is always generated dynamically at runtime. For this reason, at design time, it
always only occupies the space needed to represent one "entry" in the list. Thus, what you are designing at
design time is what one item in the list will look like. This item will be repeated over and over when the List
View populates at runtime.
There are three choices for designing the List View's content:


Leave the List View empty of content. In this case, the List View expects its DataSource binding to consist
of a list of strings. At runtime, the listview entries will be simple text mirroring the strings in the binding.



Add a single "Text" control to the List View. This scenario enables you to format the string content better
and also enables you to bind specifically to just one field of the DateSource binding, if its a UDV binding.



Add a Layout Grid control to the List View and then multiple Text controls to the LayoutGrid. This is
perfect for DataSource bindings that are UDVs with multiple fields you want to display per list entry.

The List View control obtains its data from its List Source Binding , which can be any array binding on the web
page. It also has a "Value" binding. This binding is set when the user clicks/selects an entry in the List View.
When an entry is selected by the user at runtime, its Value binding is set and then its Click event is fired. In
this way, the end user can examine the Value binding and decide a course of action or pass the binding to an
operation. The normal usage of a List View is to perform some kind of action when an entry is clicked. For this
reason, the right-hand side of each List View entry has an arrow pointing to the right.
List View has the following properties:


Inset Style: If true, the List View has a margin on its left and right sides and is displayed inside a curvedcorner box. Otherwise, the List View extended the full width of its container, or page.



Divide By: If selected, the List View will automatically generate "dividers" that group the entries. For List
Views with multiple child fields, you can select how the grouping happens by selecting which field to
divide by.



Filter By: If selected, a filter/search box will be displayed at the top of the List View control. By typing into
this field, the List View will show only the subset of entries beginning with the typed value. For List Views
with multiple child fields, you can select which field the list will be filtered by.



Ordered List: If enabled, the elements in the listview will be numbered, from 1-x.



Value Bind: The value bind is the binding whose value is set if the user clicks on one of the items in the
List View. The datatype of the Value Bind must therefore match the element type of the List Source
Binding used to populate the List View. For example, if a List View is populated using a string array, the
Value Binding must be of type string. Because List Views does not have a concept of a currently selected
item (like a Combo Box), the value binding is unidirectional (set/getset). In other words, the binding is
updated from the List View, but the List View is not updated from the binding.

Map
The Map control is designed to display a map of a particular location, as identified by the latitude/longitude
pair placed into its Value bind. Like most controls, its width automatic expands to fill its parent container
control (or the page, if not inside a container). However, its height is not automatic and instead is set using
the Height property. The Map control also has the ability to display a set of “markers”, or flags that identify
unique locations on the map. These markers are described using the Marker Source Bind property.
Map properties are the following:
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Fit Screen: If true, the Map control will occupy the full size of the page. This is useful for map-only web
pages.



Height: The height of the Map control, in pixels.



Marker Source Bind: The binding that contains data about the map “markers”. This needs to be a UDV
array binding, or in other words an array of classes. Each element in this array represents one marker. The
class used for the array should contain certain instance variables to define the marker:



String: A string variable containing the text description of the marker. This description is what will pop up
if the user clicks on the marker. It can contain embedded HTML if needed to give the desired appearance



Number: A number variable containing the latitude of the marker.



Number: A number variable containing the longitude of the marker.



Marker Content Field: The name of the instance variable in the Marker Source binding that contains the
description of the each marker



Marker Lat Field: The name of the instance variable in the Marker Source binding that contains the
latitude of the each marker



Marker Long Field: The name of the instance variable in the Marker Source binding that contains the
longitude of the each marker



API Key: The Google Maps API requires developers acquire an API key from their development console,
and pass that key to their API. Use this property to set the API key TD Mobile will pass. Note that this
property is shared for all instances of the Map control. Set it once on any map, and all others will inherit
the value.



Value Bind: A string binding that contains the latitude/longitude pair describing the center of the map.
This is a read-only binding that is used to set the map’s location. It is not updated as the user scrolls the
map.

Meter
The meter control is a horizontal bar graph. It can be used to graph a value, or simply to indicate progress
towards some goal. Its value is set using a Value binding based on a numeric bind. It always occupies the full
width of its parent container and is of a standardized height.
Meter properties:


Min: The minimum value the Meter can contain. This is the value at which the Meter will display no color
in its client area.



Max: The maximum value the Meter can contain. This is the value at which the Meter will display its
client area fully colored.

Because of very spotty support for the HTML5 <meter> tag, TD Mobile generates this control as a <progress>
tag. When support for <meter> becomes more widespread (especially iOS), TD Mobile will emit a true
<meter> control.

Navigation Bar
The Navigation Bar, or "Navbar", is a container control that occupies the full width of the web page. It can
contain buttons, which are arranged horizontally with each button taking 1/n of the width. The buttons
merge together into a common mass with a shared border. In this way, one can get a kind of menu or toolbar
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effect. A NavBar can be placed on the page itself or in the header or footer of the page. If placed in the
header, it will sit below the main client area of the header. All the buttons must have their images, if any,
positioned in the same location (left, right, etc.), so the individual image position properties for any buttons
you place on a navbar are ignored. Instead, the NavBar as a whole has an image position property.
The Navigation Bar has the following property:


Position: The position of any images/icons on the child buttons of the NavBar.

Table
The table is a control for displaying tabular data in a grid format. Unlike the Layout Grid, its purpose is not to
format and organize the visual space of a web page and unlike the List View control, its purpose is not to
create a “launcher” of actions, or a simple list of items.
The table is similar to a List View, however, in that it is populated with a UDV/class array binding. It is also
similar in that each “cell” of the Table can contain multiple controls, like layout grids with multiple children.
To set up a Table control, drop one on your page and then set the number of columns in the Properties
window. Now set the List Source Binding for the Table to an array binding on your page. Next place a Text
control inside each cell of the Table and assign each Text control’s Value Binding to one of the fields within
the List Source Binding’s class. Finally, you can click each column header caption to set the caption for each
column.
Table columns support the concept of “priority” and you can see this property when you select a column
header. The Table control can optionally hide at runtime certain columns if the screen space is not available
(for example, the user switches from landscape to portrait mode). The priority of each column governs the
order in which the columns can be hidden. A value of zero (the default) indicates you never wish hide the
column. After that, 1 is the highest priority for preserving the column, followed by 2, 3, and so on.
Editable controls (Datafield, Combo and Flipswitch) can also be added to the table. When their value is
edited, the underlying UDV array for the List Source Bind is updated in real-time. This bind can be passed to
an Operation to save the changes, or you can enable the edit properties, Allow Update, Allow Add and Allow
Delete. Those properties all accept an operation that the table will call with modified records. This makes
your Operation code easier to code, as you know which records were updates/added/deleted.
Table properties are the following:


Allow Column Toggle: If enabled, shows a button at runtime that enables you to select which columns
are visible. This only has an effect if you selected certain columns as being hideable (that is, a non-zero
priority).



Table Stripes: Whether or not to shade every other row of the table, to increase readability.



Allow Update: Shows a save button above the table, when clicked the “Update Operation” child property
is invoked with modified records. This option is required to enable Add/Delete operations.



Allow Add: Show a add button above the table. When clicked, a new record is added to the table. When
the user clicks the save button, new records are passed to the operation specified in the “Add Operation”
child property.



Allow Delete: When set, a delete button is rendered next to each row. Each deleted record will be
passed to the “Delete Operation” operation specified.

The Table control supports the following events:


RowAdd: This event is raised when a new row is added by the user.
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RowDelete: Raised when the user deletes a row.



RowUpdate: This event is raised when a user updates any editable field in a row.



ChangesSaved: This event is raised after all updates/adds/deletes changes have been sent to their
respective operations after the user clicks the save button.

Text
The Text control is the standard control for displaying data. It can be bound to a Binding to show data of any
simple datatype (Boolean, string, date/time, number), or can simply show static content. Like most controls, it
occupies the full width of its parent container and is as high as required to show its content. It does not
support any events.
Text properties are the following:


Caption: The text to display in the Text control, when displaying static content.



Format: For formatting date and numeric text. You can specify from a list of standard formats like
Currency, Time, ShortDate, etc.



Justify: Whether to justify the text left, center, or right.



Color Mappings: This property opens a dialog window which allows you to conditionally control the
foreground color of the label based on its binding value. This is especially useful if the label is used in a
listview control. You can create one or more color mapping expressions. These expressions are standard
JavaScript expressions, which are tested against the binding value of your choice. If that expression
evaluates to true, the selected color is applied.



Value Binding: The binding used to populate the Text control's value. This can be a string, date/time,
Boolean, or number. If it is not a string, it is converted to a string representation according to the value of
the Format property.

Slider
The Slider control gives the user a handle that can be dragged to select a numeric value.
Text properties are the following:


Max Value: The maximum allowable value the user can set.



Min Value: The minimum allowable value the user can set.



Range Slider: If true, two handles are rendered so the user can select a low and high value.



Value Binding: The binding used to populate the Slider control's value. This can be a Number binding.
Note: when the “Range Slider” option is turned on, the Value Bind settings change to a Lower/Upper
setting. The “Lower” bind sets the low value for the range, “Upper” the high value.

The Slider control supports the following events:


Change: This event is raised whenever the value is changed by the user.
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Client-Side Scripting
To support quick, easy development and to not require the programmer to have a working knowledge of
JavaScript, JQuery, or HTML, any logic performed on the client side of each web page is specified using a new
client-side scripting language developed for TD Mobile.
This scripting language consists of a dozen or more "event actions" that can be strung together in simple, easy
to understand, yet powerful ways.

Scripting Syntax
All client-side “event actions” take the standardized form:
<command> <main_data> <extra_data>

where:


Command: The actual event action to perform: Invoke, Alert, Store, If, Navigate, and so on. Selected from
the insert menu of the outline.



Main_data: The object the command is targeting, usually a bind, operation, or web page. Selected from a
drop-down box on the event action outline node.



Extra_data: Optional data for certain commands. Entered as text into an optional edit field after the
main_date drop-down, if needed.

Branching
Most of the event actions “branch”, even though they are not "If" statements. If the action was successful,
any indented code under that event action runs. Because of this, all branching event actions can be followed
by an Else action.

Synchronicity
Many of the event actions are asynchronous due to the nature of JavaScript, so care needs to be taken when
coding your event actions. For async event actions, the action immediately following the async action (at the
same level of indentation) runs right away, even if the first action has not completed.
Any event actions that are indented under the async action do not run until the async action has fully
completed and similarly any actions that are indented under an associated Else action do not run until the
async action has completed.

Event Actions
Each event defined under a control or the web page itself can have one or more "event actions" defined.
These event actions are generated in the output HTML as JavaScript code.

Alert
Pops up a messagebox with an OK button. This takes one argument on the event action line that is the text of
the message. The argument can be a string literal, in which case it should be in quotes, or it can be the name
of a string Binding, in which case no quotes are used. Because it is asynchronous, event actions after it run
immediately. Code can be indented under the Alert action and that code will not run until the user has clicked
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the OK button. Although it branches in that manner, there is no support for pairing it with an Else action. The
OK button text is internationalized in our runtime but this text can be changed using our JavaScript API.


Syntax: Alert <message>



Timing: Asynchronous



Branching: Yes, but no Else support

Currently, jQueryMobile has issues displaying popup message boxes during the Create event of a page (or the
Create event of one of the controls on the page). This will be fixed in a future release of JQM. This limitation
does not apply to Alerts that have been placed under an Invoke action because that scenario is generated as
an asynchronous callback and, by the time the alert is actually created, the page creation will be complete.

CloseDialog
This event action closes a dialog box and can only be used within the dialog box that is being closed. The
drop-down contains TRUE and FALSE, allowing you to specify whether the dialog was considered a success or
failure. Optionally, in the extra data field you can specify the name of a dialog binding whose value you wish
to pass back to the page that created the dialog. The value of this binding is placed into the system binding
[dialog_return] where it can be retrieved by actions on the web page.


Syntax: CloseDialog <TRUE/FALSE> <optional binding>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

Confirm
Pops up a messagebox with a Yes and No buttons. This takes one argument on the event action line that is the
text of the question. The argument can be a string literal, in which case it should be in quotes, or it can be the
name of a string Binding, in which case no quotes are used. Code can be indented underneath this action and
that code will run if the user selects Yes. A Confirm action can be followed by an Else action. Any code
indented under the Else action will be run if the user selects the No button. The Confirm action is
asynchronous with any code that follows it but is not indented. The text on the yes/no buttons is
internationalized within our JavaScript runtime to support English, French, Japanese, and Portuguese.
Additional languages can be added using our JavaScript API.


Syntax: Confirm <message>



Timing: Asynchronous



Branching: Yes

There is a limitation on using Confirm actions within the Create event of a page or control.

If
Checks the current "Boolean State" of a specific binding. If the value is true, executes the code indented
under the If action. If the value is false, executes the code under any associated Else action. One can consider
this action as paired with the Validate action where If branches on the Boolean State and Validate branches
on the validation rules.
If also supports entering a JavaScript expression in the extra data field. If a JavaScript expression is entered,
then the binds value is tested against that expression, and the branch taken if it evaluates to true. Example:
If <binding> != 5


Syntax: If <binding>
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Timing: Synchronous



Branching: Yes

Else
Else actions can follow any branching event action and contains the event actions to execute if the associated
action evaluates to false. For more details, see the associated event action to learn when the else block is
executed.


Syntax: Else



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

ElseIf
ElseIf actions must follow an If or ElseIf event action. They behave like a traditional Else If statement, except
that like an If, they branch based on the Boolean State of a binding.
ElseIf also supports entering a JavaScript expression in the extra data field. If a JavaScript expression is
entered, then the binds value is tested against that expression, and the branch taken if it evaluates to true.
Example:
ElseIf <binding> != 8


Syntax: ElseIf <binding>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: Yes

Invoke
Invokes a server-side Operation. The Operation invocation is asynchronous so any code after the Invoke runs
immediately without waiting for the result of the Invocation. However, code can be indented under the
Invoke and that code will not execute until the Invocation has completed. You can pair the Invoke with an Else
action and if the invocation times out, the Else block will be executed. The timeout period of an Invoke is
determined by IIS settings and can be modified using web.config settings.


Syntax: Invoke <operation>



Timing: Asynchronous



Branching: Yes

JavaScript
Calls a client-side JavaScript function, as defined in the Functions node of the Client Logic portion of the
Page's outline. If parameters are needed, they can be typed into the extra data box. Parameters can be literals
of the basic types, string, number, Boolean, and so on. JavaScript actions can branch-based on the return
value of the JavaScript function used. JavaScript return values are weakly typed, but the language has logic to
convert any type into a Boolean so it will happily branch on any return type you provide.


Syntax: JavaScript <function> <optional params>



Timing: Synchronous
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Branching: Yes

Navigate
Navigates to a new web page in the application or to an external URL. Parameters to the new page can be
listed after the page name. These parameters are Bindings or Parameters of the current page. In addition to
specific page names, there are several built-in choices:


<back>: causes a browser "back" navigation.



<url>: you can enter any web URL into the extra data field.



<return page>: causes the application to navigate to the last page the user tried to visit before being
automatically redirected to the login page due to lacking authentication.



Syntax: Navigate <page> <optional params>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

RunReport
Executes a web report. For more information, see the Web Reporting for Mobile Applications section.


Syntax: RunReport <report_name>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

Set
Sets the value of a binding. Can only be used for "simple" types like Number, Date/Time, String, and Boolean.
Can also be used on the instance variables inside a UDV bind. The new value is entered after the dropdown
used to select the binding name. The new value can be a literal of one of the basic datatypes, string, number,
and so on. You can also supply the value “null” to set a binding to null.


Syntax: Set <binding> <new value>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

ShowDialog
The ShowDialog action causes a dialog box to be created and displayed on top of the current web page. The
drop-down next to the event action contains a list of Dialogs that are defined in your application. Like the
Navigate action, you can list a set of bindings in the extra-data field to the right if desired. These supply the
values for any Dialog Parameters that are defined for the dialog box being created.


Syntax: ShowDialog <dialog> <optional params>



Timing: Asynchronous



Branching: Yes
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ShowMenu
For pages with a defined Menu, this command causes the menu to pop up. This is a non-blocking action. That
is, any lines of code under the ShowMenu action continue to run even if the user hasn't selected a choice
from the menu yet.


Syntax: ShowMenu



Timing: Asynchronous



Branching: No

Store
The Store action causes the content of a Binding to be placed into the local browser database, a feature
introduced with HTML5. To use, add the Store action and then select the binding you wish to store. Data is
placed into the local database under a unique key. You can specify the key to be used in the extra-data field
after the binding drop-down. If no key is specified, a combination of the page name and binding name will be
used as the key.


Syntax: Store <binding> <optional key>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: No

Restore
The Restore action loads a binding with data from the local browser database. The extra-data field after the
binding drop-down can be used to specify the "key" to use when selecting from the database. If no key is
specified, a combination of the page name and binding name will be used as the key.


Syntax: Restore <binding> <optional key>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: Yes

Timer
The Timer action manages the built-in timer functionality of TD Mobile. If a timer is started, the current web
page will begin getting Timer events at the page level. These events can be used to periodically poll the server
(via an Operation) as to the status of a long-running process, or perhaps to update the server on the status of
the client. The combo box after the Timer command contains the choices of "On" and "Off". "On" will turn
the timer on and "Off" will turn the timer off. If "On" is specified, then the editbox at the end of the
command is where you enter the timer delay in milliseconds. There can only be one timer per page. Although
its good practice to stop all timers when the user leaves the current page, TD Mobile does have logic built in
to stop any active timer when the user navigates away from the page.


Syntax:Timer <on/off> <interval in milliseconds>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching:No

Validate
The Validate action causes a binding to be validated. The validation will be whatever validation rules have
been specified for that particular binding. If no rules have been specified, the Validation action does nothing
and has a value of TRUE. This is an event action with "implied branching". You can indent code under it that
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will run if the validation succeeds and follow it with an Else, if needed, for code to run if the Validation fails.
One can consider the Validate action as paired with the If action, where Validate branches on the validation
rules of the binding and If branches on the Boolean state of the binding.


Syntax: Validate <binding>



Timing: Synchronous



Branching: Yes

WaitIcon
The WaitIcon action causes the “spinning wheel” icon to be displayed over the application, as a message to
the user that the application is currently busy. An optional text message, to be displayed below the icon, can
be entered into the event action’s text area.


Syntax: WaitIcon <optional message>



Timing:Asynchronous



Branching: No

Client-Side Resources
JavaScript
The generated JavaScript code in the *.html files references the JQuery Mobile libraries and also the Gupta
TD Mobile JavaScript libraries. These libraries are automatically copied to a "js" subfolder of the destination
output folder. The TD Mobile library undergoes a process called "minification" that shrinks the size of the
code allowing for faster download execution speed. To help with client-side debugging, a map file
(td.min.map) helps the browser debugger in correctly stepping through the code.
You can also link directly to JavaScript files located on other servers using the “Web Links” listview pane, as
discussed in the following section.

Stylesheets
User-provided stylesheets can be imported into your application by using the Stylesheets listview. Each *.css
file will be copied to the "css" subfolder of the application's output folder at compile or publish time. In
addition, all web pages html files will have the stylesheet/include lines automatically generated in the head
element.
You can also link directly to CSS files located on other servers using the “Web Links” listview pane – see
below.

Linking Directly to External JavaScript and CSS Files
You can reference CSS classes or JavaScript code that is hosted on another website with the Web Links list
view pane. Click the Web Links node of the application explorer tree to bring up the Web Links listview pane.
Click the Add button on the listview toolbar to add a new link. Remember to set the Link Type column to CSS
or JavaScript.
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Additional Resources
You can specific any additional miscellaneous client-side files that your application requires by using the
“Other Files” listview panes. Click the Other Files node in the application explorer tree. These files will be
copied to your output folder when you compile your application, and will also be copied when you do a
Publish. For example, you could include certain image files, media files, or report definitions.

Themes
Although a theme is just a special stylesheet and could be added in the same manner as other stylesheets, we
provide a setting on the Settings tab of the IDE's ribbon where the user can specify the JQueryMobile theme
file to be imported.

Application Localization
TD Mobile offers simple and powerful support for easily internationalizing your applications. Your web pages
can support different text for different locales without any coding required. In addition, the TD Mobile
JavaScript library contains classes and methods for taking more direct, customized, control of the client-side
localization.

Localization through the Layout Pane
Each visual object in your application tracks and stores its text properties separately per defined language.
The IDE is always in the state of having an "active language" and any text properties you assign to your visual
objects is associated with the current active language of the IDE. Note: The "active language" is not to be
confused with the language of the IDE itself. The current active language is set on the ribbon bar by using the
"Language" setting in the Layout group of the Layout tab.

The active language also controls the captions entered for menu items and any error text you enter for
binding validation rules.
For example, to have a button on your page display its text in English and German (depending on the client
machine locale), do the following:
1. Set the active language to English.
2. Enter the English caption property for your button.
3. Set the active language to German.
4. Enter a new German caption for your button.
5. Switch the active language between English and German and the layout pane switches all the texts so
you can see how your page looks in each language.
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These various texts you enter for different languages are stored in a small table in the generated HTML for
that page. There are not different HTML files generated for each locale. In this way, one can switch the
language being displayed on the client without having to re-fetch a new page from the server. At the time the
page is loading into the browser, the local device locale is determined and the correct texts are assigned to
each control.

Default and Fallback Languages
Several settings help control how internationalization works both in the IDE and at runtime.
The first is the "Default application language". This can be set using the New Pages property in the Language
group on the ribbon bar's Settings tab. This language is the initial active language used for all new pages you
add to the current application. For example, if you know that your main language is going to be French for the
entire application, you can set the "New Pages" property to French.
The second is the "Fallback Language". This setting governs how the client-side logic responds to the situation
where a client machine has an unrecognized language for which no text has been defined on your page. For
example, your application has English and Portuguese texts defined for all pages but the page is loaded by the
browser on a German machine? What text should be displayed, English or Portuguese? In this scenario, the
defined "Fallback" language will be displayed.

Finally, there is a general IDE setting for the initial active language for all new applications. This can be set in
the TD Mobile Properties dialog accessed via the File > Preferences application menu choice. Note the
"Default Language" property in the dialog.
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Importing and Exporting Localized Text
Although TD Mobile makes it easy to enter UI texts for multiple languages, your engineering team might not
have the language skills necessary to generate all the texts. It might also not be practical to have language
experts directly enter the needed foreign languages directly into TD Mobile. To help with this situation,
TD Mobile supports exporting and importing the UI texts of your application. With this feature, you can
export the specific language text of one or more pages to an XML or CSV file, send that file to an organization
with the necessary translation skills, and then import the new language back into the same pages.
To begin this process, do the following:
1. Go to the Language group of the Settings tab of the ribbon bar. Notice the Export and Import ribbon
buttons:

2. Click the Export button. The Export Language dialog box opens.

3. Select the specific page(s) you want to export, or choose "Application" to select all pages.
The Language to export: drop-down lists all the languages found on those pages.
4. Select the language you want to support. By default, the output is in XML format, but you can also select
CSV.
5. Click the "Go". Button. You will be prompted for a location and filename for your export.
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There is an XML node for each web page. Under each of these there is a <controls> node that contains
one sub-node for each control on that page. The propertylist node for each control lists out all the
localizable properties for that specific control. By editing the "value" attribute for each property you can
supply the alternate language translation for that property.
6. Once your export file is edited to provide a new language, click the Import button in the IDE. The Import
Language dialog box opens.

7.

Select the page(s) you want to import and the language you want to store the new UI texts under. You
will be prompted for your XML or CSV input file with the new translations.

8. Visit some of the pages you selected and switch the IDE's active language to verify that the alternate
texts were imported.
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Adding UI Language Choices
The TD Mobile IDE comes with a list of around 20 initial choices for UI languages. However, if you are
interested in having your application support clients with localized text from a locale not among those
choices, you can add to that list. To do this, bring up the TD Mobile Preferences dialog (File > Preferences on
the ribbon application menu). Note the "Additional Languages" setting. Use the "+" and "-" buttons to add
and remove additional language choices from your TD Mobile installation.

Client-Side Localization
You might want to take more runtime control over your page localization for several reasons:


To offer alternate translations for built-in TD Mobile runtime texts.



To offer Alert/Confirm messages that vary by the device locale.



To offer the ability to display a different language than the locale of the client device.

TD Mobile runtime texts
Although all texts in your application are set by you, there are certain texts that are built into the TD Mobile
JavaScript runtime; for example, the Ok button on an Alert dialog or the Yes/No buttons on the Confirm
dialog or certain built-in error messages. By default, these texts are offered in English, French, German, and
Japanese.
The TD Mobile runtime maintains a local string table of texts that comes pre-filled, but which can be modified
by you. To see how this is loaded with default values, look in the "js" folder under your output folder after
compiling your application and examine the contents of the "i18n.js" file. See how the local translation table
is pre-filled with text for "Yes", "No", "Ok", and several other fields. At runtime, when these texts are needed
they are looked up by key value in order to determine the correct string to present. By calling the
Td.Localization.registerTranslations.
Example:
Td.Localization.registerTranslations( { "Yes": { "en-US" : "Ja" } } )

This command replaces the built-in English ("en-US") translation for "Yes" with the word "Ja".

Localizing Alert and Confirm actions
You might want to customize the various Alert and Confirm messages for different client locales. Normally, an
Alert event action would be followed by the text to display, surrounded by quotes. However, if you leave off
the quotes, TD Mobile assumes you are instead referencing a key into the client-side string table. By
registering an error message with Td.Localization.registerTranslations for several languages, you can simply
specify the key in your alert command.
Td.Localization.registerTranslations( { "MY_ERROR": { "en-US" : "You made a
mistake", "de-DE" : "Das ist nicht gut" } } )

Your event action would simply be:
Alert: MY_ERROR

Switching Client languages
By using the TD Mobile JavaScript function Td.Localization.setLocale, you can dynamically switch the locale of
the current device.
Example:
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Td.Localization.setLocale( "de-DE" )

This command puts the client device into German language mode. All your TD Mobile pages would now
display their German UI texts (if defined). For example, you might offer a choice on your login screen of what
language to use in your application.

Building Offline Mode Applications
TD Mobile is a development platform for creating web applications and, as such, requires connectivity to a
web server hosting the server portion of the application. However, some types of applications benefit from
allowing short periods of no connectivity, in other words an “offline mode”. Although there is no magic
“mode” supplied by TD Mobile that automatically handles this for you, there are a number of tools at your
disposal for building this capability into your application.
Offline browser cache: If this is enabled, the browser will cache each page you visit so that you can continue
to navigate between pages even when connectivity to the server is lost. To enable it, go to the Settings ribbon
tab and expand the contents of the Build ribbon group. Check the Enable Offline Cache checkbox:

Storing data in the local browser database: Use the Store and Restore event actions to temporarily place
binding data into the local browser database, and to restore it
Use the [online] system binding: This binding reflects the current connectivity status of the application. Use it
to enable or disable controls based on connectivity, or to hide or show controls.
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Chapter 4 – Server Side
Server-Side Logic
Each page in the application can define server-side logic with the following methods:


Functions: Functions remain internal to the server; that is, they cannot be called from the client code.
Their purpose is for providing helper, logic, routines internal to that page. The arguments to a function
must be global variables, local variables to another function or operation, or parameters to another
function or operation. The return value of a function must be placed into a similar object.



Operations: Operations can only be invoked from the client code. Their purpose is to provide a public,
exported, routine for invoking server-side logic. The arguments to a function must be tied to a binding
object and the return value also must be tied to a binding object. There are no ByRef arguments so any
data coming back from an Operation must be returned via the return value.



Global Operations: Same as Operations except not specific to any one web page. These are useful for
server-side logic needed on many different pages. Any bindings linked to a parameter, or the return value,
of the global Operation must exist on every page that references the global operation with an Invoke
event action. The reference to the binding is resolved at run time.

In addition, global server side code can be defined in functional classes, global variables, and global functions.
All global variables are automatically created in the IIS session object for the current user so data or state can
be persisted between Operation invocations. For more details, see the "State Management" section.

Accessing External Code
Including External DLLs
You can easily access the logic contained in external .NET assemblies by “importing” those symbols into your
application.
To do this, execute the following steps:
1. Select the Symbol Imports node in the left-hand explorer tree.
The Symbol Imports listview pane appears:
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The Symbol Imports pane enable you add and remove “symbol import files” (*.axl) for your application. A
symbol import file is an XML file that describes the contents of an external assembly, that is. the
“symbols” contained in the assembly. Having the external symbols imported into your application allows
the compiler to understand and correctly generate the code necessarily to interact with the external
logic.
2. To create a new symbol file and add it to your application, click the “AXL(*)” button.
Or drop down that button and select “Import External .NET Code” from the resulting menu:

This launches the Import Assembly wizard.
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You have two choices:
 Import an assembly contained in the GAC (Global Assembly Cache).
 Import a specific file. If you select this choice, you must enter the path to the assembly by specifying
the file path to the actual DLL.

3. If you select GAC Assembly, in the next screen you are presented with a list of all the assemblies currently
registered in the GAC:
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4. Select the assembly you want to import and click the Next button.
A list of all the classes contained in the selected assembly appears:

5. Select one or more classes that you wish to use in your application. If choosing more than one, hold
down the shift or control key while clicking. Then enter the path to the output location for the import.
This is the location where the *.AXL file will be generated.
6. Click the Import button.
The newly created AXL file appears in the Symbol Imports pane:

The new AXL file is displayed in the left-hand explorer pane underneath the Symbol Imports node.
7. You can select this new explorer node, or double-click the listview pane row, to bring up a pane
displaying the contents of the symbol import:
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Invoking Web Services
Like accessing external .NET assemblies, importing a web service involves using the Symbol Imports pane to
create a Symbol Import file (*.AXL) that describes the external web service and then including this file into
your TD Mobile application. It is recommended that, before continuing, you review the “Including External
DLLs” sections.
Execute the following steps:
1. Click the drop-down arrow portion of the AXL(*) button on the Symbol Imports pane.
A menu of choices for external objects that can be imported is displayed.
2. Select Import Web Service:

The Import Web Service wizard opens:
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3. Enter the file path, or web URL, pointing to the WSDL file that describes the web service being imported.
If the WSDL is hosted on a server that requires authentication to access the WSDL, enter authentication
details in the Server Authentication group box.
The next screen of the wizard asks for a path for the output files, and the names of the output files. Two
files are created by this process:
 An “interop” assembly, which contains .NET code that handles the communication with the remote
web service.
 A symbol import file (*.AXL), which contains a description of the symbols contained in the interop
assembly
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Once the generated symbol import file has been added to your TD Mobile application, you can use those
external symbols in your code just like any other imported external symbols.

Database Connectivity
TD Mobile uses Gupta's existing TD.NET runtimes, including Gupta’s database assembly
(gupta.td.runtime.database.dll). This assembly handles all the connects, disconnects, fetches, executes, bind
processing, etc. in an application. All database interaction is done in the same manner as in traditional Team
Developer applications: Use the SqlPrepareAndExecute function to prepare and execute your Selects,
Updates, Deletes, etc. Use SqlFetchNext to move through your result set, etc. How connections should be
handled is different in TD Mobile.
In traditional Team Developer applications, the system variables SqlDatabase, SqlUser, and SqlPassword are
given values describing the connection and then the function SqlConnect is called to establish the connection.
In TD.NET, these variables are implemented as “static” properties inside our underlying Database class. In a
TD Mobile environment, where a single copy of our database assembly is shared across all IIS connections,
those properties are “static” across all the threads. This can result in multiple users setting those variables to
new values all the time, possibly interfering with each other's changes. In addition, our existing database logic
has built-in logic for a kind of pooling or recycling of connections but this logic also relies on static structures.
So, different threads (users) could be trying to recycle other user’s connections.
Although the traditional connection methods of Team Developer can work fine, under higher user loads
unpredictable results can occur.
For this reason, it is recommended that you use the TD.NET function "SqlConnectDotNet", which was added
several versions back to support connecting to databases with "connection strings". This function has several
benefits:
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It does not use the built-in connection pooling.



It does not get the connection information from SqlDatabase/SqlUser/SqlPassword (or even sql.ini) but
instead just takes a standardized .NET connection string.

By using SqlConnectDotNet to connect to the database, the connection process becomes fully thread safe.
Fortunately, connection pooling is built into most database drivers and turned on by default, so you still have
access to the performance benefit of pooling. For SQLBase specifically, it is supported but *off* by default, so
you need to add a tag to your connection string to turn pooling on.
PoolSize=<#ofConnections>;ConnectionLifeTime=<In Seconds>

Where “PoolSize” is the max size of the pool you want to keep around and “ConnectionLifeTime” is the
longest you want an unused connection to hang around in the pool before getting rid of it.
Care and thought must also be given to the scope of any Sql Handle variables that your application might use.
It is possible to use a global variable as a Sql Handle and then just leave it connected between Operation
invocations. Keep in mind that the user can navigate away from your application and you will have no way of
recognizing that. As a result, the database connection will needlessly hang around until the IIS session times
out and the variable is destroyed. It is considered better practice, when possible, to connect and disconnect
for each operation and not maintain a database connection "state".

Data Connections
TD Mobile 1.1 added the ability to define connections as a server side resource. This feature allows
developers to create data driven pages without having to write any SAL code. Data connections make use of
three new outline items: Data Connection, Data Class, and Data Operation.

Data Connection
A Data Connection is used to define a connection to a backend data source. To create a Data Connection,
open the Data Connection pane by selecting “Connections” under Server Resources in the explorer tree

Click the Add button to add a new Data Connection to your project.

After adding a Data Connection, give it a name. Double-clicking the item opens the Data Connection pane
view.
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The Connection Type setting defines which type of data source this connection is using. When the type is
changed, the settings options associated with that type (Host/Port, etc.) also changes.


Mongo: Mongo is a popular document-based NoSQL database that comes packaged with TD Mobile.
Without the need to define a schema, it makes fast prototyping of user interfaces easy. The IDE autostarta Mongo in the background if the application has a Data Connection that uses it. The Mongo server
(mongod.exe) stays running in memory even after the TD Mobile IDE is shut down. If you need to shut
down Mongo, issuing the db.shutdownServer() command in the Mongo client shell, after switching to the
admin database (“use admin”), shuts down the server gracefully. If you want to run your own Mongo
installation, with non-standard settings, make sure you have Mongo running before launching TD Mobile
applications from the IDE so it will prevent the IDE from launching Mongo itself.



Database Name: The name of the database to store records in. If the database does not exist, a new one
will be created automatically when the first record is added.



Host: The hostname of the server Mongo is running on.



Port: The port number Mongo is listing on.



SQL: Allows connectivity to any database supported by .NET.



Provider Type: Choose between Sqlbase, Sqlserver, Oracle, or Custom.



Provider Name: If Custom is selected, the name of the provider as defined in the applications Web.config
file.



Connection String: Standard .NET connection string that describes the host, port number, etc. of the
database.



XML: Allows storing and retrieving records from an XML file based database.



File Path: The location of the XML file to store data in.



Auto Create File: If selected, auto create the file if it does not exist.



Custom: Allows developers to create their own data connection implementation.



Implementation Class: The fully qualified name of the .NET class that implements the IDataConnection
interface.



Assembly Name: The fully qualified assembly name containing the IDataConnection interface.



Configuration: List of name/value pairs that will be passed to the implementation class.
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Data Class
Data Classes are used to model your data structure, and work with Data Connections/Operations to expose
data to your UI. For instance, if you have a Customer table in a relational database, you would create a
Customer Data Class, with an instance variable for each column you want to expose in your application. Data
Classes are like Functional Classes, but do no support inheritance or defining functions. They are essentially
data transfer objects (DTO).
Data Classes are added to the application just as Functional Classes are, from the Classes node in the explorer
tree. The add button has an optional drop-down, where you can select from Functional Class or Data Class

Once you have added a Data Class, you give it a name, and add instance variables that maps to your backend
data store. In the example below, we’re modeling data from a relational database table called
“CustomerTable”. By default, the name of the data class is used to identify the table/object in the data store.
You can add optional Name Map nodes if you want to use a class name that differs from the storage name
(for instance, you want to adhere to a naming scheme in SAL code that differs from SQL naming schemes, or
use shorter identifiers etc.). The same is true for instance variables, by default their name is used to map to a
column in the datastore, but Name Map nodes can be nested underneath them to specify a different storage
name. There are several other nodes that can be nested under instance variables that give TD Mobile
additional information about the structure of your data:


Identify Field: Every data class should have a field that uniquely identifies it in the collection/table it is
stored id. TD Mobile needs to know which field this is, so add an Identify Field node under the field this
maps to. More than one variable can be marked as an identity field if needed.



Auto Increment: Some data stores support auto generating unique values for identity fields, others do
not. If you want TD Mobile to handle auto generating unique values, rather than the data store, indent
this node under the identify field.



Read Only: This field will not be updated via a binding if the binding’s value changes. This enables you to
pull data from the data source you want to display, but not necessarily change.
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Calculated: This field does not correspond to a column in the database table associated with the data
class. Its value will be calculated at the time of a Data Operation Browse or Read action based on a
supplied formula. When you add a Calculated subnode to a data class variable, you can type the
necessary formula to the right of the subnode. This formula’s datatype must match that of the variable
itself and can only reference other variables of the same type within the same class. Calculated fields are
not recalculated when a data class is returned from a normal Operation, and they are not recalculated
when client-side logic resets a value in a binding of that type.

Database Wizard for Defining Data Classes
A database explorer wizard allows the user to quickly define data classes from a database table. To use this
feature, you must first have defined a working “Connection” object in your application because this
connection will be used to set up the Data Class.
The menu option “Data Class from Connection” launches a dialog box to enable design of the data class
fields.
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The dialog box presents the user with a drop-down menu that contains the Data Connection objects defined
in the application. When an object is selected, the user is presented with a drop-down menu of tables from
the database.

Once a database table is selected, a table is populated with a list of the columns from the database.
Checkboxes for each row can be used to specify whether to include the column in the Data Class. A field is
available to enter an alternate name for the created field. If you provide an alternate name for a class field, a
name mapping attribute will automatically be created for you. A checkbox in the ID column allows the user to
specify which column will act as an ID field.

Data Operations
Once Data Connections and Data Classes are defined, you can start to add Data Operations to pages that
expose the data. Data Operations are like Operations, but instead of writing SAL code that populates a return
bind, you define:


What you want the operation to do: select a list of records, read a single record, update a record, and so
on



Which Data Connection to use to retrieve the data



Which binding to update with the results

Start by adding a binding that you want populated with data, this should be a Data Class type you already
created earlier. If you want to populate a list control, like a list view or combo box, define it as an array.
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You can then add a Data Operation under the Operations node:

After adding a new Data Operation and giving it a name, choose the Data Connection to use for retrieving
records, and the Data Action. The Data Action describes what you want the operation to do with data. The
options are:


Browse: Select a list of records from the connection.
When selecting Browse as the action type, you must choose an array binding to populate via the Data
Class Binding node. You can optionally define filters and sort criteria to apply. For filters, you choose
which field on the data class to filter by, a filter operator like Equals or Contains, and then a binding to use
as the value of the filter. For sort criteria, you choose the field on the data class to sort by, then either
ascending or descending. Both filter and sort support multiple criteria being added. Below is an example
of a data operation that does a select against the Customer data class, it filters the records that have a
Last field that starts with the value of the LastNameSearch bind. It sorts by First field.

Some databases support a special column datatype specifying "location". When filtering against a column
of this type, you can use the filter criteria called "Near" and TD Mobile will do a location-based query. The
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bind value should be a string containing a latitude/longitude pair, separated by a comma. You can
optionally include a third number, separated by another comma, that specifies the distance from the
location. Currently, this feature is only supported by TD Mobile for Mongo databases, when a field of type
"GeoJson2DCoordinates" is referenced.


Read: Select a single record based on an ID.
Use the Read action to populate a data class binding. When you select Read, a node for adding the
“Identity Bindings” will show. One or more identity bindings can be added as subnodes. These binding(s)
should contain the value(s) that will be used to search for the record in the data store (the field(s) marked
as an Identity Field will be used as the search criteria). In the following example, the page has a Number
ID parameter defined, with a Customer data class binding. The read operation will search for a Customer
with ID equal to the parameter value, the SECTION equal to the second parameter and populate the CUST
binding.



Edit: Updates an existing record.
Use the Edit action to take updates made to an existing record and update it in the data source. The
field(s) within the data class of the Data Class Binding that are marked as Identify Field(s) will be used to
identify that records in the data source will be updated.



Add: Add a new record to the data source.
Use the Add action to add a new record. If the data source does not auto generate the ID, or you don’t
have Auto Increment defined on the identify field, then it must be populated in code.
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Delete: Delete’s a record from the data source.
Like the Read action, an Identify Binding(s) must be set, this will be the value(s) used to search for the
record to delete.

Custom Exceptions
It is possible to define your own custom Exceptions in TD Mobile. These can be “thrown” and “caught” within
your code as part of a broader structured exception handling scheme. See the “Server-side Application
Development” documentation for more details on throwing and catching exceptions.
To create a custom exception definition, click the Exceptions node in the left-hand explorer tree. This will
display the Exceptions listview pane on the right side.

Click the “+” button on the listview toolbar to create your new exception. View your new exception by
selecting it from the explorer pane, or by double-clicking its row in the listview pane:
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Custom exceptions contain one built-in field, sMessage, which contains the text message of the
exception/error that occurred. More custom fields can be added here, but are not useful in the context of a
TD Mobile application since IIS will not serialize them and pass them back to the mobile client.
To throw a custom exception in your server-side code, use the “Throw” statement. This statement has a
similar format to a function call: Throw exception_name(arguments). The arguments to the exception throw
correspond to the custom fields in the exception definition, so at a minimum one string must be supplied for
the “message”.

If uncaught within your server-side code, these exceptions will be passed back to the client as a Server 500
error. By default, the TD Mobile client runtime will display an Alert box showing the message. However, you
can use the page-level Error event to trap these messages and provide your own custom reaction.

Web Configuration
Applications hosted in IIS support configuration via a file named Web.config that the IDE will generate in the
output folder. These are XML files that configure IIS, and also give developers the ability to define database
connection string, and other generic settings they don’t want hard-coded in their application. You can define
your own connection string an application settings using the Web.config node in the explorer tree. These will
be output into the Web.config file the IDE generates, and can be accessed at runtime using
SalWebGetConnectionString and SalWebGetApplicationSetting.

The listview pane for Web.config allows you to create new entries. You specify if the entry should be a
connection string or app setting. The Name column will be used as the key for the item, which you use to
lookup the value at runtime. The value will either be a .NET connection string, or a generic string for app
settings. There’s also a “Value for Publish” column, which can be used to specify a different value at publish
time, useful for debug vs. release settings.
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Server Request Routing
The server side portion of a TD Mobile application consists of a .NET Web Service assembly. This assembly
contains one web service class per web page in the application. Each web service class contains all the
operations defined for that web page.
In addition to the web services and operations, the assembly also contains custom IIS routing logic. When the
assembly is loaded by IIS (usually when the first web service operation is invoked), IIS checks for custom
routers and loads them. In our case, a custom router is loaded to handle the pages of the TD Mobile
application. What does this router do?


Checks for the device type of the client and automatically provides the appropriate web page for that
display. For example, if you request a particular web page from a smart phone, you will be delivered the
phone version of the web page. If you ask for the same page from a tablet, you will be delivered the
tablet version of that page.



Enforces application security by requiring a logged-in session for those web pages marked as requiring
authentication (see authentication section).



Provides support for a default page. If you request a URL without a specified web page you will be
presented the default page for the application.

State Management
All server-side code objects (classes, constants, global variables, global functions) are emitted as objects
within a single global class in the .NET Web Service assembly. The server assembly maintains a single copy of
this class for each IIS session, thus ensuring that each user session has its own copy of global variables, and so
on. Our .NET compiler, when in TD-Mobile mode, generates custom IL to redirect all requests for these global
objects to special helper routines that pull them from the IIS session state for the current session. In this way,
the use of global variables to maintain application state is completely seamless for the application developer.
IIS has many custom settings for how to manage these session state objects including storing them in a
database. These settings are transparent to the end-user and developer and do not affect application design.
The Application Pool that runs the TD Mobile application has its own logic and settings in IIS for discarding
and/or recycling the process. These can be accessed by viewing the Application Pools pane in IIS, selecting
the application pool in question, and bringing up the Advanced Settings dialog:
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Two settings are relevant to the state management of your TD Mobile application:


In the Process Model section, the Idle Timeout setting. This is the period of time IIS will wait with no
activity in the application pool before discarding the process. By default, this is set to 20 minutes. If you
design your TD Mobile application with some kind of state longer than 20 minutes, you will have to adjust
this setting. If you enter zero as a value, you turn off the idle timeout feature.



In the Recycling section, the Regular Time Interval setting. This is the period of time after which IIS will
throw away and reload the application pool. There are settings in the Recycling dialog that give further
ways to specify regular recycling of the application pool, for example by doing it at a certain time of day.
These should also be managed if you intend to give very long application state ability to your TD Mobile
application.

There is a "session timeout" that can be specified per user session. To modify this, select the specific
application node in the left-hand explorer tree of IIS and double-click the Session State icon in the main pane.
This brings up the Session State settings pane:
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The "Time-out (in minutes)" setting in the Cookie Settings group is the period of time after which IIS throws
out any individual session that has had no activity. Set this to a larger number for increased duration of
session state or to zero to turn off the timeout. There is an indirect effect on security with the session
timeout. Although normal security is managed by the security cookie (and its own timeout period, see
below), the "roles" functionality of TD Mobile relies on session state and if the session state is discarded by
IIS, even if the security cookie is still invalid, the user will lose any "roles" they have associated with them.
Finally, there is a timeout for authentication. See the Authentication section below for more details on this.

Authentication
TD Mobile has its own integrated login system. For each application, you can define an official "login" page for
the application (see ribbon bar). In addition, each web page in the application has an "Authenticated"
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property. If this property is set to TRUE, when the page is requested, TD Mobile checks if an authentication
cookie is present on the user's machine. If the cookie is not present, you are instead automatically directed to
the defined Login page for the application.
A login is accomplished by calling the TD runtime function SalWebLogin from within an Operation. This
function instructs the client to place the cookie on the client machine. The TD runtime also offers the function
SalWebGetUser to retrieve the username of the current user and SalWebLogout to officially log out of the
application. This mechanism of using cookies to track logins is the same exact one used by ASP.NET
applications. The cookie is encrypted and thus impossible to create on your own. However, if you have a
network sniffer, you could theoretically see the encrypted value and make a copy of the cookie for a different
machine. For this reason, its advised that you enable SSL encryption for any application that uses
authentication. For more details on how this technology works, see the Microsoft documentation at:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff647070.aspx#pagexplained0002_aspnetforms
The normal logic for a Login page is to call a login operation when the user clicks on a Login button and then,
within that Operation, validate the user's credentials. If they are valid, the SalWebLogin method is called to
place the authentication cookie on the user's machine. At this point, the login page should navigate the user
to the next logical page in the application.
TD Mobile offers the concept of user "roles". User-definable roles are categories of users you can use to
define which user has access to which page. To modify the types of roles, go to the Settings tab of the ribbon
bar and note the Roles ribbon group. New applications come with two roles pre-defined: Administrator and
User. These names can be changed, and new roles can be defined. For each web page, you can define roles
that are required to visit the page by using the Roles property in the Properties window.
IIS itself has a timeout period for how long it recognizes the security cookie that TD Mobile places on the
client device. To modify this setting, click the relevant application node in the left-hand explorer tree in IIS
and double-click the Authentication icon. This brings up the Authentication settings pane. Select "Forms
Authentication" and the "Edit" action in the right-hand menu. This brings up the "Edit Forms Authentication
Settings" dialog:
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The "Authentication cookie time-out" setting controls how long a period of inactivity on the client will result
in the security cookie being thrown out. If this is allowed to happen, the user will be presented with a logic
screen the next time they try to access any page marked as "Requires Authentication". It has no affect
however on any session state that can be in memory.

Setting Up a TD Mobile Application in IIS
For application development, no version of IIS is required to be installed since TD Mobile ships with and
installs IISExpress.
For installation of a TD Mobile application, IIS7 or higher and .NET4 are required. The version of Windows
should be Windows 2008 or higher (server) or Vista or higher (workstation).
Each TD Mobile application needs its own IIS "application" created. Marking a IIS folder as an application
prepares it for use as an application with the appropriate state and memory management. An IIS application
can be based on a normal file folder (one that exists in the IIS folder structure, typically located at
c:\inetpub\wwwroot) or it can be based on a "virtual folder", which is a folder located somewhere else on the
hard drive. To add a normal application, right-click the server in the left-hand explorer tree of IIS and select
Add Application. The Add Application window opens. Provide a name for the application (alias). This is what
will appear in the URL after your server's address. Select an application pool. This is important: TD Mobile
apps require a .NET 4 application pool. There is one built into IIS that can be used, called ASP.NET v4.0. You
can always create a separate application pool later and reassign your application. Finally, enter/select the
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physical path to the folder containing the web application (where your HTML and JavaScript files will go). The
process is the same for a virtual folder application except that you choose a source folder that is not within
the IIS folder structure on the hard drive. The one other change, if using a virtual folder, is that you have to
manually assign the correct file security. IIS applications run (by default) under the Windows user IIS_IUSRS
and this user needs read access to the folder. For normal applications, the new folder you create within the
IIS folder structure will automatically inherit these rights from the parent folder.
TD Mobile applications require a specific web.config file to be placed into the application's folder. A default
copy is provided by the compiler when you first compile your application.
If the newly published TDM application fails to run, you can view a diagnostic check page that can help
diagnose the issue. To view the page, open a browser window and go the following URL:
http://localhost/&lt;app_name&gt;/TDMDiagnosticCheck.ashx
(Replace app_name with the name of the application if published from TDM; if published manually, the alias
name entered in the IIS “Add Application” dialog.)
The page will list environment information like the .NET version being used by the application pool. If it is 64bit vs 32-bit, make sure the correct .NET version is being used and the bitness is set correctly (you might need
to force IIS to use 32-bit mode if any dependent assemblies are 32-bit only). The page will also list the found
application assembly and its dependencies and all the currently loaded .NET runtime assemblies. Verify
correct versions of the assemblies are loaded. If any assembly can’t be loaded, a detail message will be
displayed under that assemblies name describing why it can’t be loaded.
By default, this page can only be accessed locally from your workstation or the server it is deployed to. If
remote access is required (for instance, if the application is published on a hosted server, you might not have
access to a browser on the server), then you must edit the applications Web.config file located on the server
to enable remote access. In the Web.config file, there’s a section called tdMobileGroup with a child xml
element:
<debugSetup allowRemoteDiagnosticView="False"/>

Change the “allowRemoteDiagnosticView” attribute value to “True”. This will allow remote connections to
access the diagnostic page. It is recommended this only be turned on temporarily for debug purposes and
turned back off when the application is running successfully.
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Chapter 5 – Web Reporting for Mobile
Applications
TD Mobile provides web reporting, which is reports that are generated on a server and returned to the end
user via a web service or web request. In this way, the entire process of generating the report is done outside
any particular GUI framework. This architecture makes this reporting setup ideally suited for web-based
applications, like those built with TD Mobile.
Reports consist of two main objects:


A design, or layout, for the way the data will be formatted



The data itself that will be presented in the report when it is run

The design of a report will be described in an *.RPX file. The new Report Designer tool will be used to build
and maintain these files.
The data of a report will be passed into the reporting engine all at once, as an array of class objects. Each
element in the array represents one “row” in the report.

Report Design
Reporting Data
The data coming into a report consists of two kinds of items:


An array of report data. This is the main body of the data being displayed in the report. Each element of
the array represents a “row” of data and consists of one or more fields, or data items, each of which can
be a different datatype.



One of more “report variables”. These data items are static for the entire report, but represent data that
can change between each running of the report and so cannot be simply encoded into the report design
using static text objects. For example, the name of the user running the report might be used as a report
variable.

In addition to the above set of data passed into the report, two other kinds of report data can be calculated
dynamically as the report is running:


Formulas are a user-defined expression that evaluates into a simple value of string, date, or numeric type.
Each formula can take as its inputs report data items, report variables, built-in system formulas, or other
user-defined formulas. These formula values can then be shown in the report in a Field object (see
below).



Totals are user-defined statistics that are updated and maintained by the report engine as each row of
incoming data is processed. For example, the “average” of a particular data item can be calculated. Totals
can also be reset on certain given events, like a new page beginning, or a break group changing (see
below). These Totals objects can then be placed onto the report in a Field object.

With these reporting data defined, one can begin to contemplate the report design.
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Reports can be thought of in conceptual terms (based on how the reporting data is organized), or in visual
terms (based on how the reporting data is presented visually).

Conceptual Design
Conceptually, reports are organized such that a “report” contains one or more optional “break groups”. Each
break group represents a field of the report data that defines a group of report data rows that should be
treated as a “group” of data. For example, when printing address information, the Country field might be
used as a break group, in which case a new break group starts whenever the Country field changes values. It
is expected that the incoming array of report data be pre-sorted in such a way that they already match the
order needed for the break groups.

Break groups can contain other break groups. In the above example, the inner break group could be the State
field of the report data. Thus within each Country, the report data is organized into chunks representing each
State.
Inside the innermost Break Group sits the “detail”. This is an actual row of data from the incoming report
data.
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Visual Design
Visually, reports are organized into “Blocks” and “Lines”. A Block represents a vertical chunk of space within
the physical report. Blocks are available for transitions in the report, like the report itself starting and end,
each Break Group starting and ending, pages starting and ending, and finally there is a Block for the detail
data.

Each Block consists of one or more “lines”. A Line is a horizontal stripe across the report used to organize the
text and data to be displayed. Each line can then contain one or more Fields or Texts. These objects are fully
contained within the Line, so the Line serves to enforce an organization on the layout.
Example:
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Fields are layout objects that contain a dynamic value, usually a field from within each row of the report data.
They can also contain the current values of Formulas, Totals, or Report Variables. Texts are layout objects that
contain simple static text.

Report Page Size
The concept of “page size” is complicated in the context of web reporting. Reports can be returned as HTML
output, in which case there’s no built-in sense of page size. That HTML can then be printed by various clients
on printers of differing page sizes. The browsers can also have their own margin settings when you elect to
print a web page. PDF reports offer a more accurate printing experience from the standpoint of page size.
Thought needs to be given to the page size specified in the report definition and whether to even include
page headers and footers in your report design.

PDF Output
For PDF output types, if a text string is too wide for a field, it will wrap to the next line instead of being
clipped. This can cause the text to overlap with other text.

Report Designer
The Gupta Report Designer is a completely new .NET/WPF application for designing and maintaining web
reports. It has been designed based on the look, feel, and organization of TD Mobile. However, it also
attempts to preserve some of the organization and look of the Gupta Report Builder product. The Report
Designer is merely a standalone container for presenting the same report design pane found within the
TD Mobile IDE itself. Either application can be used to design your report layout.

Designer Screen Areas
The Report Designer has a multi-document interface, where each document is a report file. Each report file is
hosted on its own tab and in this way, multiple reports can be worked on at the same time.

Each report file has three broad areas on the screen:


Report Objects tree pane: Lists all the data defined for the report (data items, report variables, formulas,
totals) and the break groups



Properties pane: Contains the properties associated with whatever visual object is currently selected in
the Layout Pane.
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Layout/Listview/Detail pane: Contains a tabbed interface where the first tab offers a visual layout editor
for the report, and other tabs can contain listviews of the report objects, or edit detail panes for the
report objects.

Report Objects Tree Pane
The report objects tree pane shows a tree containing all the data objects that drive the report.

Data Items
Each item under this node represents one field within a row of report data. If you click the Data Items node
itself, a Data Items Listview pane will be displayed on the right side of the designer (see below). The name of
each data item must match the name of the fields sent into the report when it is run.

Report Variables
Each item under this node represents one report variable. These values as provided when the report is run
and remain static over the running of the report. If you click the Report Variables node itself, a Report
Variables Listview pane will be displayed on the right side of the designer (see below).
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Formulas
Each item under the Formulas node represents one user-defined “formula” that can be calculated and
displayed on the report. If you click the Formulas node itself, you will get a Formulas Listview pane on the
right side of the designer (see below).

You can also click an individual Formula node and you will be presented with a Formula Editor pane on the
right side (see below).

Totals
Each item under the Totals node represents one user-defined statistic that can be calculated and displayed on
the report. If you click the Totals node itself, you will get a Totals Listview pane on the right side of the
designer (see below).

By clicking on an individual Totals node, you can also display a Totals Editor pane in the right side of the
designer (see below).
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Break Groups
Each node under the Break Groups node represents one defined “break group”. Each Break Group is
associated with one Data Item whose changing value will trigger a new section in the report. For every unique
value of that Data Input, a header and footer block are generated for the report and added to the Layout
pane (see below). If you click the Break Groups node itself, a Break Groups Listview pane is displayed on the
right side of the designer.

Listview Pane
When you click top-level nodes in the Report Object tree, a Listview pane appears as a tab in the right-hand
content area of the designer. The Listview pane has a similar look regardless of the types of objects being
listed:


A toolbar at the top for adding and removing new objects



A list, at the bottom, of all the related objects in the list

Toolbar

Items

Using the Add and Remove buttons on the toolbar, you can add new objects of the type being displayed by
the listview. Each new object will appear in the list below as you add it. To delete an object, select and
highlight it in the list and then click the “–“ delete button.
Most report objects are too simple to justify a “detail” pane; for example, only offering a Name and Datatype
as properties. Examples include Data Items, Report Variables, and BreakGroups. For these objects, simply edit
them directly in the listview itself.
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Layout Pane
The layout pane is used to graphically design the visual layout of your report. There are three broad areas
within the layout pane:


The toolbox: contains report controls you can drag and drop onto your report



The ruler: helps you line up the physical locations of your report controls



The report: the actual design area of the report

Clicking on most objects within the design area causes the Properties pane to display the properties of the
selected item.

Blocks
A new report comes with “blocks” already added to the report for the report header and footer, and the page
header and foot. In addition, there’s a “detail” block.
Each block can be visually expanded and collapsed by clicking on the arrow in the circle next to the block title.
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If you add a new break group to the report, additional blocks will be automatically added to the report for the
break group headers and footers.

Lines
Each block can contain one or more Line controls, or none if desired. These appear as gray horizontal boxes.
To add a new line to a block, click and drag on the Line icon in the toolbox and drag it to the location in the
block where you wish to add the line.

When you drag the line control across the block, a thin gray horizontal area is highlighted, indicating the
location(s) where the line can be dropped. The line will only be added if you drop the control onto one of
these highlighted areas. Lines are always the full width of the report.
Lines serve to organize the report space vertically. By default, they are 0.25” high, or the minimum height
needed to hold all the controls contained within the line. However, you can set the height to a fixed amount if
you need a taller line than default.
Controls placed inside a line always occupy the full height of the line, but can be positioned anywhere
horizontally (and have whatever width is needed). When you drag a control onto a line, a white box appears
showing the location of the new control. Once dropped, the control can be clicked on and dragged to a new
horizontal location, or completely off the line onto another line. In addition, gripper boxes appear on the left
and right edge of most controls allowing you to adjust the width of the control.

Line properties:


Auto Height: Whether or not to size the line’s height based on the size of the controls the lien contains. If
this is true, the Height property is ignored. By default, this is True.



Back Color: The background color of the line. The default is to have no background color.



Border: The size and style of the borders on each of the four edges.



Height (in): When not using Auto Height, this is the height you wish to make the line

Fields
Field controls are used to display the value of a Data Item, Report Variable, Formula, or Total object on the
report. Drag them from the toolbox onto a line and then release on the line in the desired position. Its left
and right gripper boxes can be used to change its width.
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Field properties:


Back Color: The background color of the field. The default is to have no background color.



Border: The size and style of the borders on each of the four edges.



Justify: The justification of the data displayed within the field, left, right or center.



Text Color: The color of the text to be displayed within the field.



Font Family: The font name of the text to be displayed within the field.



Font Size (pt): The font size of the text to be displayed within the field.



Font Style: The font style of the text to be displayed within the field.



Format: For certain datatypes, the format of the data to be displayed in the field.



Left (in): The position of the left edge of the text control, in inches



Value: The name of the data item, formula, report variable, or total object to be displayed in the field.



Width (in): The width of the field control, in inches

Texts
Text controls are used to display static texts within the report layout. Drag them from the toolbox onto a line
and then release on the line in the desired position. Its left and right gripper boxes can be used to change its
width.

Text Properties:


Back Color: The background color of the text. The default is to have no background color.



Border: The size and style of the borders on each of the four edges



Caption: The actual text to be displayed in the text control



Justify: The justification of the text displayed within the text, left, right or center



Text Color: The color of the text



Font Family: The font name of the text



Font Size (pt): The font size of the text
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Font Style: The font style of the text



Left (in): The position of the left edge of the text control, in inches



Width (in): The width of the field control, in inches

Pictures
Picture controls are used to display static pictures in the report. Picture controls are unusual, and unlike text
and field controls, in that they are not confined within one line control. When you drag a picture from the
toolbox onto a block, you will see a square whose size is larger than any one line. Furthermore, gripper boxes
are shown on all four corners, allowing you to resize the picture control both vertically and horizontally.

The Image File property specifies the filename of the image to display. After picture is selected, it is
embedded in the report file itself.
Picture properties:


Border: The size, color, and style of the borders on each of the four edges



Height (in): The height of the picture, in inches



Left (in): The position of the left edge of the picture, in inches



Width (in): The width of the picture, in inches

Property Pane
The property pane is hosted underneath the Report Objects tree on the left side of the Report Designer. This
pane is context-sensitive to the currently selected item without the layout pane. For example, if you click and
select a line object, that line’s properties are displayed in the property pane.
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Formula Editor Pane
When you select a formula node in the explorer pane, you will be shown the Formula Editor pane on the right
side of the IDE. This pane is used to build and design “formulas” for your report. Formulas are entered as
simple expressions, similar to those used within a line of code in an application. The operands of the
expression can consist of literals, user-function references, built-in system function references or report data
items. These operands are tied together using standard operators, like +, -, *, /, and || (concatenate).
The formula editor consists of several broad areas:


Formula edit box: The actual area you type in and edit the formula



Keypad



Report object lists

To build your expression, place an edit cursor inside the text editor and begin typing. The expression can be
entered entirely by hand if desired. However, using the keypad and report object lists the process can be sped
up.
By single-clicking on a number or operator in the keypad, that item can be inserted into the expression.
By double-clicking on an item in one of the report object lists, you can insert that item into the expression.
The value of these items in the expression is always based on the current report data row being processed.
When you feel like your expression is ready, click the “Check” button to have the Report Designer compile
and type-check the expression. Any errors will be shown at the bottom edge of the text editor.

The datatype of the overall return value of the expression must match that of the formula’s datatype as
specified in the formula listview pane.
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Localization
The Report Designer supports easily localizing your report layouts. At every moment, the designer has an
“active language” and the captions of all text controls on a report are associated with the current active
language.
For example, you can set the designer’s active language to English, add a text control and set its caption
property to “Hello”. Then, set the designer’s active language to German and change the text control’s caption
to “Guten Tag”. When you request that report from an English client, it’ll be generated with the text “Hello”
and when you request from a German client, it’ll be generated with the text “Guten Tag”.
To change the current active language of the designer, use the Language drop-down menu on the menu bar:

When using the Report Designer embedded in the TD Mobile IDE, the active language of the designer is kept
in sync with the TD Mobile IDE active language.

Running Reports
TD Mobile makes it very easy to run and view web reports within your mobile application. Five items work
together to make a web report possible:


A Report File (*.rpx)



An array binding that will hold the data to be sent to the report engine. Optionally, additional bindings to
hold any “report variables” used by the report



An Operation that retrieves the reporting data and populates the report data binding



A Report Operation to tie the report file, report data, and report variables together and invoke the actual
running of the report



A RunReport event action somewhere in your application, to invoke the Report Operation

Adding a Report File
The first step in adding a web reporting feature to your TD Mobile application is to add the report file as a
server resource in the IDE. Expand the Server Resources node in the left-hand explorer tree and click the
Reports node.
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You will be shown the Reports listview pane in the right-hand client area of the IDE.

Click the “+” button on the toolbar to add an existing *.RPX file to your application, or click the “*” button to
create a new report file. Either way, you will see the new file listed in the listview pane, and in the explorer
tree. You can click the new report file node in the explorer tree to bring up an Edit Report pane in the main
client area. This is a full-featured copy of the standalone Report Designer tool.

Setting up the Report Data Structures
The next step is to define the data structures that will hold the report data, and report variables if needed.
These are placed on the web page where the report is going to be invoked.
The main data structure is an array binding made from a Functional or Data Class. Each element in the array
represents one “row” of data being passed to the report engine and each field in the class definition
represents one “data item” in the report file. If you use a Functional Class for your report data binding, the
fields in the class must have names that match those defined in the report file. If you use a Data Class, you
can use the name mapping attribute to map the names of the class variables to the data item names as
defined in the report file
Your report can also use report variables. In this case, one binding should be added to your web page for
each report variable. The names do not matter here, but the datatype has to match those defined in the
report file.
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Populating the Report Data
With the report file specified, and the data structures ready to hold the reporting data, the next step is to
create an operation that will populate the data structures. This of course will be completely applicationdependent. Perhaps you select the data from a database. Perhaps you ready it from a file. Important thing is
that after having called this operation, your report data array binding, and your report variable bindings,
contain the data needed for the report.
It can be a Data Operation, in which case you can quickly and easily populate your data from various data
sources without any hand coding. Or, use an Operation to use SAL to populate and return the data.
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Defining a Report Operation
TD Mobile 1.2 introduces a new operation type: “Report Operation”. This is the operation that you will
execute to actually run the report. Unlike normal Operations and Data Operations, a report operation cannot
be invoked using the Invoke event action. Instead, it is run using the new RunReport event action (described
below).
To add a report operation, expand the Server node in your web pages code outline. Notice the new “Reports”
node. The report operations reside under this node. Choose it and insert a new “Report” sub-node. Fill in the
report operation name in the newly create node.
A report operation is really a definition of relationships, a list of objects that will work together when the
report is executed. There is no actual “code” defined for a report operation.
Each report operation has three basic items:


Report Source: Name of the report RPX you added as a resource in the application



Data Input Source: Name of the Operation that will populate your report data



Report Variables: Standard variable list (similar to parameters to a function/operation), where you map
report variables to binds that should be used to populate those variables

Invoice Example

How report operations work:


The compiler is auto-generating a hidden operation (web service method).



This operation has parameters for every report variable AND all the parameters needed by the data input
operation specified.



When the operation gets invoked, it directly calls the data input source operation, passing in any
necessary parameters.



It takes the return value (the report data) and translates it into the correct format needed by the report
runtime.



That data and the report variables are stored in a session object for later retrieval.

The report operation does not execute the report itself; it just queues up on the server the report data to be
used and the report file.
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Adding a RunReport Event Action
To actually execute the report, a new client side event action has been created: RunReport

This event actions takes as its one argument the name of the ReportOperation to invoke.
The RunReport event action first invokes the report operation, passing any necessary bind data. When the
report operation finishes, it navigates the application to the report viewer http handler, passing the report
name.
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Chapter 6 – Building Hybrid Applications
with TD Mobile
TD Mobile version 2.0 introduces support for compiling your web applications into “hybrid” applications. The
term “hybrid” refers to a web application that runs inside a native container on a mobile device. The native
container application is essentially a browser that fetches the pages of the application from the device itself,
instead of from a remote web server. All the business logic of your TD Mobile application, however, still
resides on an IIS server outside the device.
All features of your TD Mobile application are supported when compiled as a hybrid application, so no
changes are necessary to your code in order to make use of this feature.
The underlying technology used by TD Mobile to make hybrid applications possible is PhoneGap, a version of
Cordova. When you compile your application with Cordova enabled, TD Mobile will generate all the Cordova
project files needed to build your application using Cordova. At this point, it is your responsibility to have the
required and necessary tools installed on your machine to complete the hybrid compilation.

Setting up a Cordova Build Environment
Install Cordova
The Cordova command line tool is distributed as Node Package Manager (npm) package. Follow these steps
to install Cordova command line tool:

1. Download and install Node.js with default settings.
2. To test the installation, open a new Command Prompt window and run node and npm
command like as follows:
C:\>node –version
C:\>npm --version

You can see version number is displayed if Node.js is installed correctly.
3. Install Cordova. You can install Cordova by using npm command. Following command
download and install the latest version of Cordova:
C:\>npm install -g cordova

Run following command to after completing Cordova install:
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C:\>cordova --version

You can see version number is displayed if Cordova is installed correctly.

Install Java
The Android SDK requires Java Development Kit (JDK) 7 or later. Please make sure required JDK version has
been installed on your machine. You can check installed JDK version from Control Panel – Programs and
Features. If required JDK version is not available you can install it with following steps:

1. Download Java SE JDK. Click the JDK Download to see the list of download. Get the
"Windows x86” for 32 bit Windows, or "Windows x64" for 64 bit Windows.
2. Run the downloaded installer with the default selections.
3. Add JAVA_HOME environment variable pointing JDK installation folder. Cordova and
Android SDK will find out install location of JDK from registry but we recommend to add
JAVA_HOME to explicitly specify JDK version to use. Go to Control Panel - System and
Security - System, and click Advanced system settings. Click Environment Variables…
on Advanced tab. For more details about managing environment variable see this page.

Install the Android SDK Command Line Tools
You need to install the Android SDK command line tools to create applications that can run natively on the
Android platform. Follow these steps to install the Android SDK command line tools:

1. Go to the page developer.android.com/studio and scroll down to the bottom. Under
"Get just the command line tools", click the windows installer exe file and download it
(this file is named e.g. installer_r24.4.1-windows.exe).
2. Run downloaded installer with default settings but please remember the folder in
which the SDK is installed. You will have to add this to the ANDROID_HOME
environment variable.
3. SDK Manager will be started after completion of install to download packages. You can
start it later by choosing Android SDK Tools – SDK Manager from start menu.
4. The first time you launch the SDK Manager there will be preset selections. Android 7.0
(API 24) is selected by default but this API is not supported by current version of
Cordova. You need to unselect it and choose Android 6.0 (API 23) which is the latest API
Cordova supports instead. If you have no plan to run Android emulator on your
machine you can also unselect System Images such as Intel x86 Atom System Image. It’s
recommended to select the entry "Android Support Repository", “Google Play services”
and “Google Repository” found under Extras. Note that this installation process takes
long time.
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5. You need to add ANDROID_HOME environment variable to let Cordova know the
location of Android SDK. Its value should be like as follows:
C:\Users\tom\AppData\Local\Android\android-sdk

Install Windows SDK
You need to install Visual Studio 2015 to develop Windows native application for Windows 8.1, Windows
Phone 8.1 and Windows 10 Universal App. See Windows Platform Guide for more details.

Building Cordova-enabled TD Mobile Applications
Turning your TD Mobile application into a hybrid application requires three steps:


Compile the TD Mobile application into a Cordova "project". The output is a set of project files that are
read by Cordova.



Compile the Cordova project files into native application code files.



Distribute the native application (app store for iOS, Google Play, and so on).

Execute the steps as follows:
1. Turn on the Cordova build setting in TD Mobile. Expand the build settings pane in the IDE (Settings >
Build click the expand icon on the bottom right), and:
a. Check Enable Cordova Build.
b. Update the Publish App URL field to the URL of the IIS server that will be hosting the server-side
portion of your application.
c. Select the display you want to use for your hybrid application. Unlike normal TD Mobile web
applications, only one display is supported.
d. Enter in the name of the directory you’d like the native application to be built in. This can be an
existing directory, if not it will be created. It can be an absolute path, or relative to the project
directory.
e. Specify the package and version settings for the Cordova project.
f. Set the target platform (Android, Windows). This will determine which platform the IDE targets when
it builds your application. The TDM IDE cannot build iOS targets, this will require you to copy the
project to Mac OS and build there.
2. Build your TD Mobile application and publish to IIS. This gets the server-side logic into place on an IIS
server.
3. You are now ready to compile your Cordova project into a native application. The Compile ribbon button
had a dropdown selection, choose “Cordova”. This will start a Cordova build process in the directory you
selected in the build options. Output from this process will display in the output window.
If you have "USB debugging" enabled on your Android device, and your device is connected to your computer
with a USB cable, "cordova run android" will build and install the apk on your device. USB debugging is a
setting on your Android device, under the Settings > Developer options.
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Using Hybrid Plug-ins
Cordova supports the concept of plug-ins. These add-on packages give the developer access to the native
features of the mobile device. Using these can require a lot of research and JavaScript knowledge.
Fortunately, TD Mobile 2.0 comes with built-in support for three commonly used Cordova plug-ins:


Barcode scanner



Push notifications



Contacts app access

Because support for these is integrated directly into the TD Mobile IDE and framework, you can easily
leverage these abilities in your application.

Barcode Scanning
The hybrid application barcode scanning functionality is exposed in TD Mobile as a new “Event Action” called
“ScanBarcode”. This action only shows up as an option in the code outline when the application’s Enable
Cordova Build setting is turned on. The event action has a drop-down you can use to select the string binding
that will receive the scanned value, if successful.
The ScanBarcode event action supports branching. If the scan is successful, the code indented under the
ScanBarcode action is executed. If you pair the ScanBarcode event action with an Else statement, the code
indented there will execute when the scan either fails, or the user cancels the scan.
When the ScanBarcode event action is executed, the barcode scanner plug-in will take over the device’s
screen with a view from the camera. There will be a shaded box in the center where the user should place the
barcode. When the code is successfully scanned, the scanner view will automatically go away and the string
binding will be updated.
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